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ABSTRACT

Machining is a process that involves extreme physical and chemical interactions between
cutting tools and work materials. The extreme interactions lead to high tool wear and intensive
energy expenditure; and, to mitigate these undesirable effects, polluting lubricants/coolants are
often deployed. The high tool wear and energy expenditure, and the use of polluting fluids results
is high operational costs and environmental impacts. Thus, it would be desirable to formulate
machining methods that significantly reduce the extreme physical and chemical interactions,
without having to employ toxic fluids. To define such methods, fundamental research is still
needed. Fundamental research potentially leading to the formulation of a highly
cost/environmentally friendly machining method is the topic of this thesis. The method to be
employed will combine the application of a controlled modulation on the tool path and the injection
of a cryogenic fluid (liquid nitrogen (LN2)) to produce a disruption of the chip-tool contact that
will, presumably, allow for greater penetration of the cryogenic substance. The efficacy of the
method has been evaluated by the temperature at the chip-tool interface. In spite of the significant
role of the chip-tool interface temperature in the tool wear process, the temperature arising from
the use of modulation and coolants is not well defined in the literature. The setup to be utilized has
been designed and tested for functionality. The setup has also been used to observe the temperature
at the chip-tool interface during modulation and conventional cuts, under the action of air and LN2.
The machining force was also evaluated during conventional cuts. The correlation between
temperature and force, where available, is summarized.
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CHAPTER 1
1 INTRODUCTION
Studies have shown that U.S. expenditures in machining, i.e., material removal by a hardcutting tool, represent between 3 and 10 % of the annual U.S. gross domestic product (GDP); i.e.,
between $503 to $1,676 billion dollars for 2013 [1]. In 1998, Merchant estimated that 15% of the
value of all mechanical components manufactured worldwide is derived from machining
operations [2]. From discussions with aerospace manufacturers in the Wichita area, for every
kilogram of material that goes in an aircraft, three kilograms are machined away. Machining is
also a process that involves extreme physical and chemical interactions between the cutting tools
and the work materials [3]. The extreme conditions inherent to the process produce high tool wear,
intensive energy expenditure and need for utilization of polluting lubricants/coolants. These
consequences translate into high operational costs and environmental impacts [4]. Thus, it would
be desirable to formulate machining methods that significantly reduce the extreme physical and
chemical interactions, without having to employ toxic fluids. To define such methods, fundamental
research is still needed. Fundamental research potentially leading to the formulation of highly
cost/environmentally friendly machining methods is the topic of this thesis.
When the cutting tool engages the workpiece in a continuous machining process, it is the
consensus of the scientific community that penetration of conventional liquid lubricants (e.g.,
vegetable, and mineral based oils) into the high-pressure zone between chip and tool is limited to
the contact edges. As a result, most of the contact area remains unlubricated [3, 5, 6, 7, 8]. To
lubricate this zone with conventional liquid lubricants, one would then need to perturb the contact
at periodic intervals so that fresh lubricant can be introduced for the next contact cycle. This is the
case in modulation-assisted machining (MAM), where it has been shown that periodic interruption
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of the chip-tool contact, at least at very low machining velocities, enables lubricant penetration,
thereby causing reduced friction coefficient [9, 10]. Work at higher machining velocities has also
shown that MAM can result in reduced energy input and reduced tool wear rate [11, 12, 13, 14,
15]. Presumably, the reduced energy input from MAM alone would translate into a reduced tool
temperature and wear rate; while the fluid that is usually added would cause further reductions in
temperature through effective lubrication and heat transfer. However, to date, the tool temperature
from the application of MAM and/or fluids has been poorly characterized. It would be desirable
to evaluate the effect of MAM and machining fluids on the temperature at the chip-tool interface,
where wear is typically observed, and where the temperature is the largest.
1.1

Problem Statement
The objective of this thesis is to measure the temperature at the chip-tool interface under

the combined action of modulation of the tool motion and liquid nitrogen (LN2). Based on the
review of the state of the art in the forthcoming, modulation alone leads to a reduction in machining
energy and tool temperature; and LN2 alone leads to a reduction tool temperature. The temperature
reported by past researchers, however, has been measured away from the intimate contact zone
between chip and tool. Thus, the stated objective, if successfully achieved, would provide
temperature information from the chip-tool interface, where the temperature is known to be the
highest; and the most relevant to tool wear. The temperature measurement may also point to the
existence of a synergistic interaction between the application of modulation and LN2. This
synergistic interaction may occur if modulation enhances LN2 penetration into the contact zone,
thereby producing a more effective tool lubrication and cooling than by either modulation or LN2,
separately. Cutting forces would be a direct measurement of the frictional implications of the
potential synergistic interaction between the modulation and the cryogenic fluid, but it is not
possible to measure with the current setup. Therefore, in order to quantify the synergistic effect on
2

friction, another objective of the thesis is to track tool wear during its initial stages. The
temperature measurement and wear testing will be performed for the cases with
modulation/without LN2, with modulation/with LN2, without modulation/without LN2 and without
modulation/with LN2.
In order to measure the chip-tool interface temperature, the machining will be performed
in a specially designed configuration. In this setup, a lathe is used to cut with a transparent yttrium
aluminum garnet (YAG) tool that provides an optical path to the otherwise unobservable chip-tool
interface. Assessing tool temperature under modulation and LN2 will also provide information
about a few machining parameters that are relevant to tool wear and machining modeling: distance
to the peak temperature and temperature evolution over a modulation cycle. These parameters will
be observed as part of the objectives stated above.
1.2

State of the Art
Machining is the process of removing material from a workpiece using a cutting tool to

produce a desired part. The cutting tool is made of a material harder than the workpiece and
consists of one or more sharp cutting edges. This process takes place over a zone called a primary
shear zone (PSZ). This zone separates the newly formed area from the removed material or chip.
Some processes where material is removed in the form of chips are drilling, milling, turning, and
grinding. Chips are produced by driving a tool at an angle into the workpiece leaving behind a
finished surface. This process is similar for most machining operations (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. General representation of machining.
The output properties of the machining process are difficult to predict given fundamental
properties of the tool and the workpiece, and the cutting parameters. The output properties include
consumption of energy, surface finish and tool wear. This difficulty arises due to the complex
geometry of the process and the deformation of the workpiece. The complex geometry is usually
approximated experimentally by a simpler arrangement called orthogonal cutting. The features of
orthogonal cutting are shown in Figure 2. The tool is shaped like a wedge and consists of a rake
face and a flank face. The edge formed by the intersection of these two faces is the cutting edge.
The rake angle (𝛼𝛼) is the angle between the rake face and a line perpendicular to the newly
generated work surface (Figure 2). The clearance angle (𝛾𝛾) lies between the flank face and the

newly generated work surface (Figure 2). A chip is formed when the tool is moved into the
workpiece (or vice versa) at a velocity known as the cutting velocity. The term orthogonal arises
from the perpendicularity of the cutting velocity and the cutting edge. During machining, plastic
deformation occurs by concentrated shear on a zone (nearly a plane) that extends from the cutting
edge to the free surface of the material/chip. This zone is called the primary shear zone (PSZ) or
simply the shear plane. It is oriented at an angle with respect to the cutting velocity called the shear
plane angle (𝜙𝜙). The chip formed during cutting slides on the rake face of the tool; the region
4

where the tool and chip come in contact is the chip-tool interface. The intense friction occurring
at this interface causes deformation within the chip material on a zone that extends much of the
contact area. For this reason, the layer or chip material flowing next to the tool rake face is called
the secondary shear zone (SSZ). The underformed chip thickness is 𝑡𝑡0 (Figure 2), regulates the
amount of material removed per cut.

Figure 2. Schematic of 2-D orthogonal cutting.
The shearing of the work material along the shear plane causes the formation of a chip
during machining. The type of chip formed is dependent on cutting conditions and work materials.
They are generally classified into three main types of chips: the discontinuous chip (Type I), the
continuous chip (Type II), and the chip formed with a built-up edge (Type III). The discontinuous
chip is encountered while cutting brittle metals such as cast iron and brass. This occurs when the
work material is unable to withstand the shearing at the shear plane and causes the chip to break
at the shear plane. The most common chip formation is the continuous chip. This type of chip
forms when there is a continuous plastic deformation of the work material when in contact with
the tool. It is mainly observed in ductile metals such as aluminum, mild steel, and copper. The chip
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with built-up edge forms when the deformed work material bonds on the surface of the tool. This
continuously grows until it becomes unstable and breaks away from the tool. This occurs in a
cyclic fashion causing instability of the cutting edge of the tool. Even though modulation may
break the chip periodically, unless the modulation frequency is higher than the frequency at which
a built-up edge would form or the frequency at which the chip would segment, modulation should
have no effect on the chip type.
1.3

Friction at the Chip-Tool Interface
The commonly accepted view of the friction condition along the chip-tool interface is that

intimate contact exists in the region adjacent to the cutting edge, where the real and apparent areas
of contact are nearly identical to each other; followed by a region of non-intimate contact, where
the laws of Coulomb friction prevail. It is also generally accepted [3] that the chip surface in
intimate contact with the tool, even when conventional lubricants (vegetable or mineral oils) are
applied, is nascent, freshly generated, chemically active, and free of any contaminants. However,
description of the relative velocity at the intimate contact region is controversial.
Experimental work has led some researchers to conclude that the shear strength of the chiptool intimate contact is larger than the shear strength of the chip material. Trent advocated for this
conclusion in [16, 17, 18]. The implications of this view are that there is no relative motion at the
chip-tool intimate contact and that there is gross plastic flow within the chip material. The friction
stress is equal to the shear strength of the chip material. Experimental work has also led some
researchers to conclude that there is relative motion at the chip-tool intimate contact. In this view,
there is a retardation of chip flow along most of the chip-tool intimate contact. For instance,
Enahoro and Oxley obtained flow fields of the work material as it passed through the rake face
[19]. They concluded that there is a small region of stagnation close to the cutting edge, where
relative motion is absent, followed by a region of retardation, where the relative velocity at the
6

chip-tool interface is smaller than the velocity of the bulk of the chip. Enahoro and Oxley also
argued that Trent’s model of complete seizure is inconsistent with steady chip flow and that a
retarded layer is more acceptable as a steady state boundary condition. A fully established contact
where the real and apparent areas of contact are equal does not rule out the possibility of relative
motion at the interface. This would only occur if the shear strength of the contact is larger than the
shear strength of the chip material.
Based on direct observations of the chip-tool interface through an optically transparent
sapphire tool, Ackroyd [20] proposed a model for the friction condition along the rake face. This
model states that generally, there are four distinct regions of contact along the rake face (Figure
4). These are: a region of stagnation at the cutting edge, a region of retardation adjoining the
stagnation region, a region of sliding beyond the retardation region, and a region of sticking located
furthest away from the cutting edge. In the region of stagnation, the chip material is stationary with
respect to the tool. In the region of retardation, no chip material transfers to the tool, but the chip
velocity at the interface is smaller than the bulk chip velocity. In the region of sliding, no chip
material transfers to the tool, but the chip velocity at the interface is the same as the bulk chip
velocity. In the sticking region, the chip velocity at the interface is the same as the bulk chip
velocity, but deposits are formed on the rake face. There is intimate contact between chip and tool
in the regions of stagnation, retardation and sliding; non-intimate contact prevails over the sticking
region. This model has been further verified by additional observations of the chip-tool interface
through optically transparent tools [21] and the aid of micro-particle image velocimetry (μPIV)
[22, 23].
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Figure 3. Ackroyd’s model of chip-tool contact along the rake face. The intimate contact
region is the combination of the stagnation, retardation and sliding regions.
A commonly accepted model of stress due to Zorev [24] states that the compressive stress
at the interface decays exponentially with distance from the cutting edge, being zero at the point
where the chip loses contact with the rake face. Close to the cutting edge, the compressive stress
is large enough to cause intimate contact and the frictional stress is constant throughout this region.
Farther away from the cutting edge, where Coulomb friction prevails, the frictional stress is
proportional to the normal stress. Controversy aside, the high compressive stress at the rake face
causes the complex, severe tribological condition at the interface. Whether there is relative sliding
or not, conventional lubricants generally do not have the ability to penetrate the intimate contact
region [3]. Even if the lubricant is effective at reducing friction, the true nature of the contact, and
the resulting temperature rise at the interface is worthy of direct observation, as proposed herein.

Figure 4. Zorev’s stress model.
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1.4

Cutting Fluids
Cutting fluids are used in machining to improve the performance of the process and provide

cooling. Due to the plastic deformation along the PSZ and the SSZ, the temperatures at the chiptool and tool-workpiece interface is high. An acceptable cutting fluid flows over the tool and
workpiece to reduce the heat from machining. The wear of the tool is reduced when there is a dropin temperature. The speeds and feeds can be increased if the temperatures are kept low, which in
turn increases machining productivity. A good cutting fluid would also function as lubricant,
reducing the friction at the chip-tool interface. Another important function of a good cutting fluid
is to aid chip evacuation from the machining zone. The action of the fluid as coolant or lubricant
depends on the cutting velocity. Low cutting velocity promotes lubrication, while high cutting
velocity promotes cooling [25]. The main types of coolants are oil based and water based. Oil based
fluids are used for low cutting velocity, while water based fluids are used for high cutting velocity.
Among the different fluid roles, cooling and chip evacuation are the easiest to achieve. However,
lubrication is generally more difficult. If the real and apparent areas of contact at the chip-tool
intimate contact zone were truly equal, it would be impossible to introduce lubricants into this
interface. However, it has been reported that some fluids may significantly reduce friction at this
interface. Analytical and experimental work have demonstrated that extreme boundary lubrication
of much of the chip-tool intimate contact region may be achieved with carbon tetrachloride [26,
27, 28, 6, 7]. These small molecules seem to have the ability to penetrate the chip-tool intimate
contact zone through a capillary network formed by the micro-imperfections of the chip and tool
surfaces. The molecules react with the newly formed chip surface to form solid compounds that,
due to their low shear strength, function as boundary lubricants. However, these studies have also
indicated that fluid penetration into the intimate contact zone is only possible at low machining
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velocities (< 500 mm/s). These molecules are also highly toxic, and are thus not suitable for
industrial use.
Due to the severity of contact conditions at the chip-tool interface, any reduction of friction
at this interface by the application of larger molecules, such as the hydrocarbon molecules found
in safer, more conventional lubricants (vegetable or mineral based oils) is usually marginal [3].
Because of the high compressive stress and temperature (low viscosity) at the chip-tool interface,
models have predicted that hydrodynamic lubrication is improbable [5]. Some direct observations
of the chip-tool interface, however, seem to point to contradictory conclusions. In one study [29],
a mixture of oil and ink was applied during the cutting of lead at low velocity with an optically
transparent sapphire tool. While cutting was in progress, it was observed that the lubricant
penetrated the sticking region (Fig. 3) and prevented formation of the deposit usually seen in this
region when cutting without lubricants, but there was no visible penetration of lubricant into the
region of intimate contact (Fig. 3). In another study [30], a mixture of oil and fluorescent molecules
was also applied to the cutting of lead at low velocity with the same sapphire tool, and while cutting
was in progress, it was observed that the lubricant penetrated the entire chip-tool interface; and that
the lubricant film thickness, measured from fluorescence intensity, was at least 1 μm. The former
study [29] is more consistent than the latter [30] with the relatively high friction coefficient usually
obtained when cutting lead in the presence of a lubricant [10].
There are reports in the literature that indicate that other non-conventional cutting fluids
such as LN2 may be a good candidate for tool and work piece cooling, and to reduce cutting forces
and friction at the chip-tool interface [31, 32, 33]. Jerold et al. [31] showed the effect of using
conventional cutting fluids, CO2, and LN2. The reported parameters were cutting force,
temperature, wear on tools, surface roughness on the tool, and chip morphology. The application
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of CO2 and LN2 resulted in temperature drop around values ranging between 6 and 21% and 9 and
34% respectively. A drop in cutting force was produced by the application of CO2. LN2 did not
produce an appreciable change in force. These cryogenic substances are relatively innocuous, and
as such have great industrial potential. For these reasons, LN2 specifically will be the subject of the
study proposed herein.
1.5

Combined Action of Modulation and Lubricants
In the presence of a vegetable-based lubricant as reported in [10, 9], it is seen that the

machining forces and friction coefficient at the rake face is low. The modulation frequency during
the velocity modulation was set at 75 Hz and is applied at extremely low machining velocity (10
mm/s). The general observation is that friction coefficient drops from about 0.5 to about 0.1, but
only when the modulation amplitude is sufficient to cause complete chip-tool contact disruption.
When this is realized, the cutting force also drops ~ 30%, which implies that the energy required
for machining is also reduced by ~ 30%. These results have been found true for many material-tool
combinations including high speed steel, high speed steel with titanium nitride coating, tungsten
carbide and silicon nitride tools on iron, aluminum, copper, and lead materials.
The observed reduction in friction coefficient strongly suggests effective lubrication of the
chip-tool interface. However, the actual penetration of this lubricant into the chip-tool intimate
contact region and the nature of the material and lubricant film flow at this contact are not
characterized by the friction force and friction coefficient measurements. An attempt to observe
lubricant penetration into the interface has been made using high speed imaging [10]. Figure 4
shows images of the rake face during one complete modulation cycle when cutting lead with an
optically transparent tool made of sapphire, at extremely low machining velocity (5 mm/s), in the
presence of a vegetable-based lubricant. In this case, velocity MAM was obtained by modulating
the workpiece, while the tool remained stationary, to keep the rake face in focus during the
11

machining. Notice that complete disruption of the chip-tool interface is verified by the fact that the
chip goes out of focus (moves away from the tool rake face) for some time (frames 1-6). Also,
notice that the lubricant seems to remain at the chip-tool intimate contact region during the time
the cutting takes place (frames 7-10). While this observation strongly suggests that the modulation
can help introduce lubricants into the chip-tool intimate contact zone, the high-speed imaging
technique has not been utilized to study the flow (velocity field) of either the chip material in
contact with the lubricated rake face, or the lubricant film throughout the cutting. Moreover, to
keep pace with realism, these studies should be conducted at industrial machining velocities (~1000
mm/s).

Figure 5. Images of the rake face during one full modulation cycle in velocity modulation.
Material: lead, Tool: sapphire, fm = 12.5 Hz, Am = 400 μm, Vo = 5 mm/s, so = 200 μm,
Lubricant: Coolube 2210™.
To appreciate the need for a study of lubrication phenomena in MAM, the experimental
results described above should be compared to those found in [11, 12]. This work reports that when
feed modulation is superimposed on a cutting tool while lathe turning compacted graphite iron
(CGI) at extremely high velocity (~ 9000 mm/s) under conditions leading to periodic chip-tool
disengagement (fm = 112.5 Hz, fo = 25 Hz, Am = 0.03 mm, so = 0.05 mm) and in the presence of a
mineral-based cutting fluid (Mobilmet Omega™), a remarkable increase in tool life (> 10x) is
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obtained. Moreover, visual observation of this process showed that when the modulation was
applied the fluid temperature apparently decreased, as the cutting fluid would no longer produce
smoke. While the chip-tool contact time though the modulation cycle is comparable to the cases
under extremely low machining velocity discussed above, the length of the chip resulting from
each modulation cycle before the lubricant had a chance to re-enter the contact and the machining
velocity were several times larger. Since lubricant effectiveness is questionable under these
conditions, the cause of the increase in tool life is questionable. Was it in fact due to effective
lubricant activity? Or was it due to decrease in primary shear strain during the chip-tool contact
time and cooling during the no chip-tool contact time as has been hypothesized in [11, 12]? The
state of the art lacks a study of lubrication phenomena in MAM at high machining velocities to
clarify the cause of the increase in tool life.
The temperature of the tool rake face during high-speed conventional machining of hard
alloys can be quite high (> 1000 K). This statement has been verified by a number of investigations
[3, 34]. Out of these investigations, stands out recent work ( [34] ) that has been performed using
thermography while cutting Ti6Al4V at speeds of 1 m/s and 2 m/s. In this work, yttrium aluminum
garnet (YAG) tools have been used to provide an optical path to observe the tool rake face in an
arrangement similar to that depicted in Figure 6. These temperatures complicate lubrication and
may lead to premature tool failure. The image of the rake face and the radiation intensity field
obtained by thermography is shown in Figure 5. Essentially intact surface profiles similar to the
one shown in the figure have been obtained when cutting the alloy at machining velocities from
1000 mm/s to 6000 mm/s. Although this test did not incorporate modulation, the remarkable
performance of the YAG at extremely high machining velocities makes it a prospect tool material
for MAM.
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Figure 6. Radiation intensity from the rake face in cutting of Ti6Al4V.
Tool: YAG (rake face shown). V = 1000 mm/s. Feed = 0.05 mm/rev.
1.6

Summary of the State of the Art
It can be concluded that conventional lubricants are not effective at lubricating the contact

between work material and tool in continuous cutting operations. Because of poor lubrication,
premature tool wear, increased energy input and reduction in productivity still plague the
machining industry. It is very desirable to find ways to improve cutting tool lubrication. Some
success has been achieved by periodic interruption of the contact by MAM. However, MAM has
been largely applied by trial and error, and up to date, the only systematic studies of lubricant
effectiveness are confined to extremely low machining velocities; and even at these low machining
velocities, the flow of the chip material in contact with the lubricated rake face and the flow of the
lubricant are unknown. No studies linking chip material/lubricant flow at the chip-tool interface
with temperature at industrially realistic machining velocities (~1000 mm/s) have been conducted.
The study proposed herein will aid closing these knowledge gaps; by analysis of temperature at the
chip-tool interface when MAM and LN2 are applied. This study is needed to fully understand the
nature of the chip-tool contact in cryogenic MAM.
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CHAPTER 2
2 MAM: TECHNICAL DETAILS
2.1

Background
During machining, controlling the chip formation is critical. It relates to personal safety,

damage to the equipment, and the workpiece. It also influences temperatures and tool life. Ductile
metals and alloys generate long continuous chips which are difficult to control. This causes a need
for manual removal of chips from the workspace, thus reducing productivity [35]. Modulation
assisted machining consists of superimposing a controlled external modulation or oscillation into
a cutting process. If applied in the direction of the feed, the modulation can generate discrete chips
that are easy to remove.
Fluids are used to reduce temperatures during the machining process; and aid chip
evacuation from the machining zone. Conventional fluids are unable to penetrate the region of
contact between the chip and the rake face, and are thus ineffective lubricants. As modulation
assisted machining is an interrupted machining process, it is able to break the region of contact
between the tool and chip during each cycle, thus enabling the penetration of cutting fluids into
the region; at least at low machining velocities. Modulation assisted machining can be classified
into two types as shown in Figure 7 (a) modulation along the cutting velocity called velocity
modulation and (b) modulation in the direction of the tool feed called feed modulation [36].
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Figure 7. Schematic of machining using modulation assisted machining (A) Velocity modulation
(B) Feed modulation
Velocity modulation is shown in Figure 7 (a). The cutting velocity in this case changes
continuously which means that during each cycle of modulation, the instantaneous velocity is
reversed. When the modulation velocity is greater than the cutting velocity, the chip-tool contact
is lost during each modulation cycle. According to [36] this condition is given by:
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 > 𝑉𝑉,

(1)

where, 𝜔𝜔 (rad/s) is the angular modulation frequency given by 2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 , where 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 (Hz) is the

modulation frequency and 𝐴𝐴 (µm) is the amplitude. The other parameters used in the Figure 7 are

ℎ0 , which is the undeformed chip thickness (feed/rev in turning) and ℎ𝐶𝐶 , which represents the chip
thickness.

In the experiments conducted by [37], during the presence of modulation, there was a
visible penetration of fluid into the contact region thus reducing friction coefficient which is the
ratio of tangential and normal force on the rake face of the tool. The reduced friction presumably
leads to a lower contact temperature.
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Even though velocity modulation can disrupt the chip-tool contact, it has its limitations. As
summarized by [36], the disruption condition 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 > 𝑉𝑉 is difficult to achieve at conventional

machining velocities. It is noted that disruption can be observed at low speeds of 0.5 m/s. Also,
this mode of modulation is not capable of producing discrete chips as ℎ0 , the undeformed chip

thickness is constant throughout the machining process. Due to the nature of application of the
modulation, it is difficult to apply said modulation in boring and drilling operations as noted by
[36], as the modulation needs to be applied to the tool or workpiece in the direction of the rotation.
Due to these limitations, feed modulation is the focus of this study.
Figure 7b, shows the configuration of modulation in the feed direction. This mode of
modulation is henceforth referred to as MAM. The modulation is sinusoidal in nature. The
instantaneous tool position is given by:
𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡),

where 𝑡𝑡 is time. The sinusoidal velocity acting along the direction of feed is given by:
𝑣𝑣 =

𝜕𝜕
[𝐴𝐴 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡)] = 2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝐴𝐴 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡).
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(2)

(3)

Here, unlike velocity modulation or conventional machining, the feed (undeformed chip thickness)
is not constant, but varies with time. The instantaneous feed is given by:
ℎ(𝑡𝑡) = ℎ0 + 𝐴𝐴 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡).

(4)

We can see that when 𝐴𝐴 is higher than some critical value, ℎ(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 0 for some periods. This

means that the chip thickness becomes zero at every modulation cycle, implying that there is a
formation of ‘discrete chips’.
In the present study, the case of lathe turning is considered. The schematic of MAM applied
to a cylindrical turning process is shown in Figure 8 (A). The sinusoidal modulation is applied in
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the feed direction on the tool. The undeformed chip thickness varies with time and is determined
by the previous and the current cycle jointly.
Figure 8 (B) shows the schematic of the internals of the MAM device. The modulation is
provided by a linear actuator, which modulates based on the input frequency and amplitude. This
actuator is coupled with a splined shaft paired with a ball spline nut which is responsible for
transferring the motion from the actuator to the tool; and prevents torque and moments from
damaging the actuator. The actuator, a Physik Instrumente (PI) - Power Piezo Actuator P-216.80s
is preloaded to prevent tensile loads from damaging it.

Figure 8. (A) Schematic of MAM applied to turning, (B) Schematic of the internals
of the MAM device.
The modulation-assisted turning process can be visualized in two dimensions by unraveling
the location of the tool along the circumference of the workpiece in each revolution onto a plane,
as shown in Figure 9. In the figure, the 𝑥𝑥-axis lies along the direction of the workpiece
circumference, and the y-axis lies along the workpiece axis. Each revolution would correspond to

one cycle from 𝑥𝑥 = 0 to 𝑥𝑥 = 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑, where 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑 is the workpiece circumference and 𝑑𝑑 is the workpiece
diameter.
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Figure 9. 2D model of geometry in cylindrical turning process with tool
modulation
In Figure 9, ℎ0 is the nominal feed, and 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) and 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛+1 (𝑥𝑥) represent the position of the

cutting tool during the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ and (𝑛𝑛 + 1)𝑡𝑡ℎ cycle, respectively. When the tool does not disengage

from the workpiece, 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) and 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛+1 (𝑥𝑥) will not intersect each other. The modulation frequency
and amplitude are represented by 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 and 𝐴𝐴. The rotational frequency of the workpiece is denoted
by 𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤 . The position of the tool during the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ and (𝑛𝑛 + 1)𝑡𝑡ℎ cycles can be denoted as:
ℎ

and

2𝑓𝑓

𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) = (𝑛𝑛 − 1)ℎ0 + 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋0 𝑥𝑥 + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 �𝑓𝑓 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 𝑥𝑥 + (𝑛𝑛 − 1)𝜑𝜑�,
𝑤𝑤

ℎ

2𝑓𝑓

𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛+1 (𝑥𝑥) = (𝑛𝑛)ℎ0 + 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋0 𝑥𝑥 + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 �𝑓𝑓 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 𝑥𝑥 + (𝑛𝑛)𝜑𝜑�,
𝑤𝑤

(5)

(6)

respectively. The phase difference (𝜑𝜑) lies between 0 ≤ 𝜑𝜑 < 2𝜋𝜋, and is given by:
𝑓𝑓

𝑓𝑓

𝜑𝜑 = 2𝜋𝜋 � 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 − 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 � 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚��,
𝑤𝑤

𝑤𝑤

where 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼[ ] denotes the integer part of the ratio
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𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚
𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤

.

(7)

The feed as a function of tool position along the workpiece circumference is given by:
ℎ𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛+1 (𝑥𝑥) − 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥),

(8)

where 𝑥𝑥 is a function of time 𝑡𝑡, given by 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝜔𝜔 𝑡𝑡. Substituting 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 from equation (5),
𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛+1 from equation (6), and 𝑥𝑥 = 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝜔𝜔 𝑡𝑡 in equation (8):

ℎ𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) = ℎ0 + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛) − 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡 + (𝑛𝑛 − 1)𝜑𝜑).

(9)

For discrete chips, ℎ𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) in equation (9) needs to reach negative values. Thus, the

modulation amplitude for generating discrete chips is obtained by equating ℎ𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥) in equation (9)
to zero; and the condition for discrete chips is given by:
𝐴𝐴
1
=
.
ℎ0 2𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 �𝜑𝜑�
2

(10)

An inspection of equation (10) would reveal that to achieve discrete chips with the least
amplitude, the phase difference 𝜑𝜑 should be equal to 𝜋𝜋. Substituting 𝜑𝜑 = 𝜋𝜋 in equation (7) yields

𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ⁄𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤 = 1�2 (2𝑁𝑁 + 1), where 𝑁𝑁 is an integer (zero or positive). Therefore, the minimum

amplitude to achieve discrete chips is given by:
𝐴𝐴 =

1
ℎ
2 0

(11)

𝑓𝑓

and this minimum amplitude corresponds to a ratio of 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 given by:
𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚
𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤

𝑤𝑤

= (𝑁𝑁 + 0.5), 𝑁𝑁 = 0, 1, 2, 3, … .
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(12)

CHAPTER 3
3 MAM: SETUP DESIGN
A design for achieving modulation during machining is required to obtain its desirable
effects. The components around which the MAM device is designed are listed below:
1.

Nippon Bearings (NB) SSP-20 ball spline nut.

2.

NB SSP-20 ball spline shaft.

3.

Physik Instrumente (PI) Power Piezo Actuator P-216.80s.
The PI Power Piezo Actuator is used to provide modulation. The actuator can provide a

maximum of 4500 N push force and 500 N pull force. Since the maximum torque the actuator can
withstand on the tip is 1 Nm, the design should restrict any torque on it. To achieve this, the NB
SSP-20 Ball spline is used. The spline nut consists of ball bearings which aid in smooth transfer
of motion from the piezo actuator. The spline shaft had raceway grooves which prevented twisting
and bending moments from reaching the piezo actuator. The piezo actuator was coupled to the
spline shaft by a M6x1 stud.
The proposed MAM device consists of three parts. The first part, called the ‘head’, encloses
the ball spline nut. The second part, called the ‘tail’, houses the piezo actuator. The third part,
called the ‘cap’, is used to mount the actuator and close the assembly. The design was generated
using a computer aided design (CAD) software, CATIA V5. A solid model of the MAM device is
shown in Figure 17. Once the solid model was finalized, engineering drawings for the parts were
generated using the ‘Drafting’ workbench in CATIA V5. Tolerances were applied to critical
dimensions appropriately. A full-scale prototype of the MAM device was produced on a
Dimension 1200ES Series 3D printer. This prototype model was used to test for dimensional
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compatibility between the different parts, and the functionality of the MAM device. Further details
of the design of the main parts of the MAM device are discussed below.
Head:
The main function of the ‘head’ is to enclose the ball spline nut. The ‘head’ is supposed to
stop the ball spline from rotating inside the cavity. To achieve this, two holes were precisely drilled
to fit set screws. A hole was drilled to give access to the ball spline nut for lubrication of its
bearings. The hole was tapped to accept a ⅛-27 NPT fitting to connect the grease pump. The ‘head’
is depicted in Figure 10. The distance between the holes is set to a distance equal to the length of
the key slot on the ball spline nut. Once the set-screws have been tightened, they would lock onto
the keyway of the nut; thus, eliminating torsion on it. The head’s frontal face is the side where the
cutting tool is attached to the ball spline shaft. The rear face of the ‘head’ is connected to the ‘tail’.
To align the ‘head’ with the ‘tail’, a protrusion on the ‘head’ and a spot face on the ‘tail’ are
machined. This is done to align the axes of the ‘head’ and the ‘tail’. The features and the
engineering drawing of the ‘head’ are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively.

Figure 10. Features of the ‘head’
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Figure 11. Engineering Drawing of the ‘head’
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To mount the MAM assembly on the custom-built lathe used in the experiments, the ‘head’
was machined to add a flat surface. This surface was drilled to accommodate ⅜-16 UNC bolts.
The modified ‘head’ is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Modified ‘head’
Tail:
The ‘tail’ holds the actuator coaxially with the ball spline shaft. This is achieved by aligning
the protrusion on the ‘head’ concentrically with the spot face on the ‘tail’. The ‘tail’ also has
provisions for the cables from the piezo actuator to be safely routed to the driver. To cool the
actuator, a hole is drilled and tapped to ¼-18 NPT to accommodate a standard compressed-air
fitting. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the features and the engineering drawing of the ‘tail’.

Figure 13. Features of the ‘tail’
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Figure 14. Engineering drawing of the ‘tail’
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Cap:
The ‘cap’ is the part that is fixed to the tail on the far end of the assembly. It is responsible
for holding the actuator. A slot on the ‘cap’ is machined to slide it on the mounting flats on the
actuator. This prevents the actuator from twisting while securing it with the mounting bolt. The
mounting bolt is size M8x1.25. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the features and the engineering
drawing of the ‘cap’.
The ‘head,’ ‘tail,’ and ‘cap’ are carefully assembled with the piezo actuator, ball spline nut,
and shaft to form the MAM device. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show a fully assembled image, and
an exploded rendering of the MAM device.

Figure 15. Features on the ‘cap’
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Figure 16. Engineering drawing of the part ‘tail’
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Figure 17. Real life image of the MAM assembly

Figure 18. Exploded rendering of the MAM assembly
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3.1

Methodology
The experiments for studying the effects of temperature were carried out on a high rigidity

custom built lathe. The experimental setup was designed in a way that facilitated the MAM device
to be held stationary while the workpiece is being fed. The workpieces were prepared from solid
12L14 steel rods purchased from a commercial vendor. The rods were turned and polished to an
outer diameter of 25.4 mm. The rods were then drilled and bored to achieve a wall thickness of 0.4
mm.
The workpiece was mounted on the lathe spindle using a 5-C collet system which ensured
minimal runout. This setup is approximated to two-dimensional (2-D) orthogonal cutting as the
workpiece is a thin-walled tube. The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 19
below.

Figure 19. Schematic of the experimental setup
The tools were supplied by Red Optronics. The tools were made of yttrium aluminum
garnet (YAG). This material is transparent in the infrared, which enabled direct observation of the
radiation emitted by the chip side in contact with the tool rake face (the chip underside). The tools
were cubes with sides about 6 mm. The cubic shape provided 12 potentially useable cutting edges.
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The tools were annealed in air a Sentro Tech. STT-1600-2.75-12 tube furnace. The annealing was
necessary to increase the tool toughness.
The YAG tools had edge radius less than 5 µm. Two different tool holders were designed
and manufactured. The ‘conventional machining tool holder’ (Figure 21) was used to perform
experiments without MAM, wherein the tool remained fully stationary while the rotating
workpiece was fed towards it. The ‘MAM tool holder’ (Figure 20) was used for MAM
experiments. During MAM, the workpiece was rotated and was fed towards the tool, but the
modulation was applied on the tool and its holder. The MAM tool holder was small and light, and
was attached to the MAM assembly at a threaded joint (M10x0.75). For both tool holders, the
YAG cube was held at -5° rake angle and +5° relief angle. The cube was supported on 3 of its
faces, and held by two ‘fingers’, one on the side and one on the top. The tool holder had a recessed
feature under the tool, which provided room to mount a precisely ground front-surface mirror. This
mirror reflected the radiation emitted by the chip underside onto the camera. The tool holder for
conventional machining was mounted on a KISTLER 9272 tri-axial dynamometer that measured
the cutting and the thrust forces. The force data acquisition was performed using LabView.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 20. YAG tool holder for the MAM assembly (A) Schematic of the YAG tool
holder (B) Real life image of the YAG tool holder

Figure 21. YAG Tool holder for conventional machining
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Figure 22. MAM assembly mounted on the high rigidity lathe at AMPL
3.2

Cryogenic Machining Setup
For experiments with LN2, the machining set-up was fitted with a funnel system that

facilitated the application of the fluid on the tool. This arrangement is shown in Figure 23. The
LN2 was stored in a commercially available cylinder. Prior to the experiment, LN2 was transferred
through a hose from the cylinder into a dewar. The fluid in the dewar was transferred to the funnel
system twice to cool it and avoid interrupted delivery of LN2 by boiling. This procedure ensured a
smooth jet of LN2 was delivered to the tool during the third transfer of the fluid from the dewar to
the funnel. The machining experiment was started during the third transfer. The LN2 was applied
at a flow rate of 75 ml/s, as per measurements using a chronometer.
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One of the challenges faced during the application of the LN2 is that the radiation from the
chip underside would not be visible to the camera. This was due to condensation of water vapor in
the atmosphere on the mirror and the camera lens. To avoid the challenge, the camera and the
mirror were isolated from the machining zone. A cap was designed to cover the region below the
YAG cube, effectively enclosing the mirror and the camera lens (Figure 24). Then air was
displaced from the enclosure by injecting gas nitrogen through a conveniently located port (Figure
24).

Figure 24. Funnel system for LN2 delivery on the tool

(A)

(B)

Figure 23. Cap mounted YAG tool holders (A) Cap mounted on the MAM tool
holder (B) Cap mounted on the conventional machining tool holder
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3.3

Camera Setup
The radiation emitted by the chip underside was imaged using an infrared (IR) camera

(from Pacific Advanced Technologies). To reduce noise, the camera was cooled with LN2, and a
non-uniformity correction was applied. For MAM, the camera’s frame rate was set at 945.18 Hz.
For conventional machining, the camera’s frame rate was set at 71.23 Hz. The frame rates were
sufficiently high to produce several frames throughout one modulation cycle or workpiece rotation.
The integration time was kept constant at 0.6 ms, to make possible comparisons of the radiation
intensity from the different experiments. The camera’s pixels were squares 1.3 µm x 1.3 µm, as
estimated from measurements using an air force target (AFT). The camera was mounted on a threeaxis stage (XYZ-stage) as shown in Figure 25, to focus on the objective (the tool rake face). Prior
to use, the camera’s focal plane array (FPA) must be cooled with LN2 for at least two hours. Once
the camera was turned on, the desired gain, offset, integration-time, and region of interest (ROI)
were dialed. The offset and gain were set to the maximum value of 4095. The ROI was kept
constant to avoid influence in radiation intensity from FPA non-uniformity; but in addition to this
measure, a software non-uniformity correction was performed with two uniform reference sources,
one at a higher temperature than the other.

Figure 25. IR camera mounted on an XYZ stage
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3.3.1

Capacitance Probe Mounts
To measure the displacement of the tool holder during the application of modulation, a set-

up with two Capacitec capacitance probes (model 200-EC) was used in combination with
LabView. The probes were mounted on a holder as shown in Figure 26. The probes measured the
displacements of the tool holder along horizontal (machining feed) and vertical (machining
velocity) directions. The horizontal displacement is the displacement of the piezo actuator. The
vertical displacement is the cantilever deflection of the tool holder. The probes had a resolution of
1 µm, and a sufficiently wide bandwidth to capture displacements at the modulation frequencies
that were adopted.

Figure 26. Capacitance probe holder shown along with the
modulation device and the IR camera
3.4

Experimental Procedure
The experiment is set up by first mounting the workpiece on the spindle using a 5C collet.

Prior to conducting the next experiment, a cut is taken using a sacrificial YAG tool. This is done
to make sure that the workpiece surface is clean and devoid of any kinks or undulations. This
clean-up cut is taken at a cutting speed 1 m/s with a feed of 35 µm/rev. The workpiece is then
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dressed using a whetstone to get rid of any burrs. The required tool holder is mounted on the lathe
bed securely. The tool holder is either the one for conventional machining or the one for MAM. A
YAG tool is mounted on the tool holder and the fingers are tightened adequately. The spindle is
turned on at the desired speed. The workpiece is then moved to an appropriate distance from the
tool by using precise shims to gauge where it is located. The camera is then focused on the tool
rake face, through the mirror, to view the tool cutting edge. If the cut is to be conducted with
modulation, the MAM device is turned on at the desired frequency and amplitude. If the cut is to
be conducted with LN2, a steady supply of gas nitrogen is then injected into the isolation cap.
Cryogenic fluid is then delivered after stabilizing the flow to the cutting tool via the funnel
arrangement. The camera is set to external-synch mode, to wait for a signal from the lathe
controller that starts the feed and the image acquisition. LabView is first run to gather the
displacement/force data. While LabView is running, a start command is sent to the lathe controller,
which triggers both lathe motion and image acquisition. Once the cut is completed, the lathe
retracts to a safe distance away from the tool. This allows the tool to be removed and indexed after
each cut. The chips generated during the cut are collected and tagged. Figure 27 shows an example
of the radiation observed on the rake face by the IR camera while cutting is taking place. Figure
28 shows an image of the cutting edge and the rake face of the tool prior to cutting. To produce
this image, the YAG tool was illuminated with a hot iron.
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Figure 27. Example of the radiation
observed on the rake face (as observed by
IR camera)

Figure 28. In situ magnified image of cutting edge and the
rake face of the tool prior to conducting an experiment. The
YAG tool is illuminated by a hot iron.
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3.5

Computational Procedure
The acquired images are analyzed using a code developed in MATLAB (Appendix A). The

methodology to calculate the radiation intensity observed during an effective modulation cycle is
shown in Figure 30. First, the images are rotated to make the tool cutting edge appear vertical. If
needed, the ROI is reduced to zoom in an area where the radiation intensity across the width of the
cut is relatively uniform. Then, for each image, the radiation intensities from a given distance from
the cutting edge are averaged together. The peak radiation intensity in each image is identified.
The peak radiation intensities vs. time into the cut are saved in an array. The peak radiation
intensities from the same phase along many modulation cycles are averaged together.
The displacement values (modulation and cantilever displacements), and the drive signal
from the same phase along many modulation cycles are also averaged together; thereby forming
effective displacement and drive signal cycles similar to the one formed from the radiation data.
The MATLAB code in Appendix A performs these operations. The different effective cycles can
be plotted on the same time axis. To plot peak radiation intensity and modulation displacement
together, the time of the highest peak radiation intensity in the effective modulation cycle is
identified. The effective modulation displacement is offset in time to make the time of the
maximum feed coincide with the time of the highest peak radiation intensity.
Since the ratio of acquisition rate and modulation frequency is not integer, to produce the
phase-wise averaging of peak radiation intensities and displacement/drive signal, a software resampling of the data is performed at a frequency equal to the original acquisition rate/fm ratio,
rounded to the nearest lower integer, multiplied by fm. The re-sampling then proceeds after
interpolation between known data values from two actually sampled, consecutive data values from
the time just before and after the time at which re-sampling occurs. An example effective peak
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radiation intensity cycle is shown at the bottom of Figure 29. Additional effective peak radiation
intensity cycles plotted in-synch with effective modulation displacement cycles are shown in
Figure 31 and Figure 34. The plots span several modulation cycles, but the cycles are replicas of
the effective cycle calculated as per the method described above.

Frames or time

Figure 29. Methodology to calculate an effective cycle
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CHAPTER 4
4 RESULTS
4.1

Modulation-Assisted Turning
The peak radiation intensity from each frame along time are shown in Figure 30, A (i) and

B (i). The experiments are repeats and were conducted at cutting velocity (𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 ) of 1 m/s and feed of

35 µm/rev, with modulation frequency (𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ) of 81.25 Hz (𝑁𝑁 = 6). The experiments were performed
in air atmosphere. Figure 30, A (ii) and B (ii) show the behavior of modulation displacement

(before the cut). In Figure 30 and Figure 31, the vertical black bars represent the region of the cut
utilized for computational analysis. The vertical dotted red bars represent the time at the
subsequent rotations of the workpiece. Thus, the distance between two consecutive bars represents
the time for a workpiece rotation.
The peak radiation intensity in Figure 30, A (i) reaches a relatively steady state after
approximately two workpiece rotations (0.24 s to ~0.48 s). Approximately, 6 modulation cycles
are observed in one rotation of the workpiece. The average peak radiation intensity for the cut is
calculated to be 6915 counts. The modulation displacement for a period of 0.5 s before the cut is
shown in Figure 30, A (ii) and B (ii). The average amplitude of modulation is around 60 µm peak
to peak (pp). This amplitude is realized when the conditions fm of 81.25 Hz and drive voltage of 6
𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (Figure 32, (iii)) is supplied to the piezo actuator. During the cut, the modulation displacement
remains at an average of ~61 µm during the cut, thus producing discrete chips (Figure 32, A (i)).

The average cantilever displacement of the tool holder during the cut is ~29 µm due to compliance
in the system (Figure 32, A (iv)). The cantilever displacement returns to 0 µm at the end of every
modulation cycle. Thus, implying that the tool completely disengages from the workpiece at every
cycle.
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The peak radiation intensity in Figure 30, B (i) does not reach a steady state through the
duration of the cut. The deflection of the tool (Figure 32, B (ii)) during the second rotation (0.20
s) reached ~ -50 µm and remained at the value until the middle of the third rotation (0.25 s). After
0.25 s, the cut seemed to stabilize by returning to the mean position (0 µm).
Figure 31, (A) and (B) show the peak radiation intensity and modulation displacement for
an effective modulation cycle during the cut. Here, the peak radiation is observed when the
modulation displacement reaches its peak value.

Avg. peak rad. intensity: 11066 counts

Avg. peak rad. intensity: 8142 counts

(i)

(ii)
Figure 30. (i) Peak radiation intensity vs. time, and (ii) modulation displacement vs. time
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Figure 32. Effective cycles for peak radiation intensity (primary axis) and horizontal
displacement during cut (secondary axis)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 31. (i) Modulation displacement vs. time, (ii) cantilever displacement vs. time, and
(iii) drive signal vs. time
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The plots shown in Figure 33 are results of experiments conducted at cutting velocity of 0.5
m/s and feed of 35 µm/rev, with modulation frequency (𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ) of 21.875 Hz (𝑁𝑁 = 3). In Figure 33,
column A represents data obtained in air atmosphere and data in column B represents data from

LN2 atmosphere. The average peak radiation intensity observed in air atmosphere is 3892 counts
and 2227 counts in the case of LN2 atmosphere. This could be due to the action of LN2 as a coolant
on the tool rake face. The modulation displacement during the cut in air is around 140 µm (Figure
33, A (iii)) and LN2 (Figure 33, B (iii)) is around 130 µm. Keeping in mind the 1 µm resolution of
the capacitance probe, the values are quite similar. This bolsters the fact that the reduction in
radiation intensity may be due to LN2.
The radiation intensity is relatively steady in the case of air atmosphere (Figure 33, A (i))
from the second rotation of the workpiece (0.32 s) to the fourth rotation (0.80 s). In the case where
LN2 is used (Figure 33, B (i)), the radiation intensity does not stabilize. For the first two rotations
(0.32 s), the radiation intensity averages ~ 1632 counts followed by a sharp peak to ~ 3027 counts
during the fourth rotation (~ 0.64 s). In both cases, with and without LN2, the number of modulation
cycles per rotation of the workpiece is ~ 3. The cantilever deflection in both cases registered a
value around -40 µm (Figure 33, (iv)). Figure 34 shows the effective peak radiation intensity and
effective modulation displacement for air atmosphere (A) and LN2 atmosphere (B) during the cut.
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Avg. peak rad. intensity: 3892 counts

Avg. peak rad. intensity: 2227 counts

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
Figure 33. (i) Peak radiation intensity vs. time, (ii) modulation displacement (before cut) vs.
time, (iii) modulation displacement (during cut) vs. time, and (iv) cantilever displacement vs.
time. A: Air atmosphere, B: LN2 atmosphere
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Figure 34. Effective cycles for peak radiation intensity (primary axis) and horizontal
displacement during cut (secondary axis). A: Air atmosphere, B: LN2 atmosphere
Figure 35 shows a sequence of images containing radiation intensities from a particular
modulation cycle. The data is for the cut made in air atmosphere at cutting velocity of 0.5 m/s and
feed of 35 µm/rev, with modulation frequency (𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ) of 21.875 Hz (𝑁𝑁 = 3). The sequence of images

shows radiation intensities having a peak close that of the effective cycle shown in Figure 34 (A).
Therefore, this cycle is very close to being an effective cycle of radiation intensity images. The
sequence shows the motion of the tool as it engages the workpiece, and its retraction away from
it.

Figure 35. Radiation intensity observed during one cycle
of modulation
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Figure 35 (continued). Radiation intensity observed during
one cycle of modulation
4.2

Conventional Turning
Figure 36 and Figure 37 are results from conventional turning experiments with cutting

velocity and feed held constant at 0.5 m/s and 35 µm/rev. The plots in column A and B represent
the experiments conducted in air and LN2 atmosphere. Figure 36, (i) and Figure 37, (i) show the
radiation intensity as seen by the camera. The cutting edges represented as red dotted lines in
Figure 36, (i) and Figure 37, (i) lie in the middle with the radiation gradually decreasing away from
them. The radiation on the right side of the cutting edge is the radiation observed by the camera
on the rake face of the tool and the radiation on the left is its reflection on the flank face. The peak
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radiation is observed very close to the cutting edge. The cutting force from the cut in air atmosphere
(Figure 36, (ii)) shows an average value of 94 N. The cutting force from the case of LN2 (Figure
37, (ii)) is around 202 N. The increase in cutting force in the case of LN2 may be attributed to the
workpiece hardening as it cools down by the action of LN2. The same effect is seen with the thrust
force (Figure 36, (ii) and Figure 37, (ii)). In the case of air atmosphere, an average thrust force of
62 N is seen as opposed to 132 N in LN2 atmosphere.

Figure 36. Plots indicating behavior of (i) Average radiation intensity vs. distance f, (ii) Force vs.
time for the whole cut, (iii) Coefficient of friction vs. time. The conditions for the cut are 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 0.5
m/s, feed = 35 µm/rev and air atmosphere

Figure 37. Plots indicating behavior of (i) Average radiation intensity vs. distance f, (ii) Force vs.
time for the whole cut, (iii) Coefficient of friction vs. time. The conditions for the cut are 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 0.5
m/s, feed = 35 µm/rev and LN2 atmosphere
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Figure 38 shows the data obtained for an experiment with cutting velocity and feed held
constant at 0.5 m/s and 85 µm/rev. In Figure 38, (i), the average radiation intensity is 369 counts,
which is larger than the radiation intensity from the cutting at the smaller feed of 35 µm/rev. As
for the case of the smaller feed, the peak radiation appears close to the cutting edge. The cutting
and thrust forces (Figure 38, (ii)) are 175 N and 125 N, which are larger than the cases from the
smaller feed of 35 µm/rev. These results are consistent with the typical behavior in which
temperature and forces increase with increasing feed.

Figure 38. Plots indicating behavior of (i) Average radiation intensity vs. distance, (ii) Force vs.
time for the whole cut, (iii) Coefficient of friction vs. time. The conditions for the cut are 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 =
0.5 m/s, feed = 85 µm/rev and air atmosphere
4.3

Tool wear
The tools were imaged under an optical profilometer after the experiments to study wear.

Two-dimensional images showing the wear lands on the rake face are shown in Figure 39. The
wear profiles of the rake faces are shown in Figure 40. The wear profiles show the surface depth
from a straight reference line on the rake face. The surface depth location is given as a function of
the distance from the cutting edge. The imaging and the profilometry were performed after the tool
was cleaned with methanol.
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Figure 39. Wear lands on the tool rake faces
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Figure 40. Wear profiles of the tool rake faces
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CHAPTER 5
5 DISCUSSION
Several trends can be identified from the data shown in Figure 30 and Figure 33, for
modulation-assisted turning; and Figure 36 to Figure 38, for conventional turning. Likewise, there
are trends that can be identified from the wear lands and profiles in Figure 39 and Figure 40.
When modulation is not applied, the radiation intensity and the cutting and thrust forces
reach a relatively steady value after approximately one workpiece rotation (~0.16 s in Figure 36
to Figure 38). For this case, the feed is constant, and so should be the temperature at the chip-tool
interface, and the cutting and thrust forces. Hence, the expectancy is consistent with the relatively
steady radiation intensity and forces. When modulation is applied, the radiation intensity reaches
a relatively steady state also after approximately one rotation (Figure 30 and Figure 33). The steady
state is defined by cyclic radiation intensities that oscillate between high and low values at the
frequency of the modulation. The periods of steady state between the black bars in Figure 30 and
Figure 33 are used for analysis.
Without modulation, the radiation intensity distribution at the tool rake face decreases
monotonically with distance from the tool cutting edge, and so the intensity is highest at the cutting
edge, and lowest at the point where the chip departs from the tool (Figure 36, (i),Figure 37, (i) and
Figure 38 (i)). Other reports such as [38] indicate that for the cutting of Ti6Al4V and IN 718, the
peak temperature is at a finite distance from the tool cutting edge. Therefore, the monotonic
intensity distribution reported herein seems to be a unique result of the cutting of 12L14 steel. It
is possibly due to the development of a very small chip-tool contact length during the cutting of
the steel.
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The same monotonic intensity distribution can be observed from the cutting with
modulation (frames 216-218 in Figure 35). The short contact length is consistent with the short
wear lands left on the tool rake face (Figure 39, modulation-assisted turning), although a short
wear land does not imply small chip-tool contact length. A small chip-tool contact length may
explain the unique monotonic temperature distribution at the rake face, so it would be beneficial
to perform further studies to determine the actual chip-tool contact length, and make definite
conclusions. The chip-tool contact length may be determined in situ using high speed photography
through the transparent tools.
When modulation is applied, the temperature at the tool rake face progresses from a lowest
value right after tool-workpiece engagement to a highest value right after the tool has reached its
maximum engagement, and then reaches the lowest value right after tool-workpiece
disengagement. This result is observed in all the modulation cuts regardless of the ratio of the
modulation frequency to the workpiece rotational frequency, and the cutting velocity and
atmosphere. That is, the result is observed after cuts at 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 1 m/s, in an air atmosphere, when 𝑁𝑁 =
6 (Figure 30); and cuts at 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 0.5 m/s, when 𝑁𝑁 = 3, in either an air atmosphere (Figure 33, A) or
a LN2 atmosphere (Figure 33, B).

Without modulation, as the feed increases from 35 µm to 85 µm, the peak radiation
intensity at the chip-tool interface increases from (206 ± 13) counts to (369 ± 13) counts, and the

cutting and thrust forces increase from (94 ± 19) N and (62 ± 13) N to (175 ± 43) N and (125 ±

27) N, respectively. The friction coefficient, however remains constant at about 0.7. These results
are consistent with typical measurements of radiation intensity [38] and forces, which indicate that
increasing feed results in an increase in chip-tool contact temperature and an increase in forces,
without significant changes in friction coefficient.
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With modulation, as 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 increases from 0.5 m/s to 1 m/s, the peak radiation intensity at the

chip-tool interface increases from ~3,892 counts to ~11,066 counts. These results are also

consistent with typical measurements of radiation intensity [38], which indicate that increasing
cutting velocity results in an increase in chip-tool contact temperature.
For cutting without modulation, there is no apparent decrease in radiation intensity as LN2
is applied, but there is an increase in cutting and thrust force, without change in friction coefficient.
There is likely to be a radiation intensity drop when switching from air atmosphere to LN2
atmosphere, but the drop was not resolved; possibly due to measurement uncertainty, as the
measured intensity was very close to the noise in the thermal imaging system. The increase in
cutting force from (94 ± 19) N to (202 ± 56) N and in thrust force from (62 ± 13) N to (132 ±
36) N, as LN2 is applied, is consistent with workpiece cooling due to LN2 [39].

For cutting with modulation, application of LN2 produces a decrease in radiation intensity,
which suggests that the temperature of the chip-tool interface decreases with the application of the
cryogenic fluid. However, quantifying the effect on tool temperature itself demands knowledge of
the camera response, which is unavailable at this time. For 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 0.5 m/s (workpiece rotational

frequency = 6.25 Hz) and 𝑁𝑁 = 3, the peak radiation intensity drops from 3892 counts when the
cutting is in air (Figure 33, A (i)), to 2227 counts when the cutting is in LN2 (Figure 33, B (i)).

This comparison is being made between modulation cuts at the same feed (35 µm), modulation
frequency (21.875 Hz), and input voltage (10 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ). But the proof that the comparison is for the
same instantaneous feed comes from the fact that the tool displacement traces in Figure 33, A (iii)
and B (iii) are essentially identical to each other.
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Even though there was significant tool wear, the wear lands and the mean wear profiles on
the tool rake face are very close to each other (volume loss for air = 732 µm2 vs. volume loss for
LN2 = 556 µm2). Therefore, the drop in radiation intensity appears to have been the direct result
of the application of LN2.
These results encourage the pursuit of more refined measurements including a larger
sample size (cut repetitions), and a proper camera calibration to transfer radiation to either real or
apparent temperature. Tool wear during the modulation cutting has likely had some influence in
the radiation intensity measurements performed in the air and LN2 atmospheres. If the setup
stiffness is increased significantly, tool wear during modulation may be eliminated. Future
research plans will revolve around ideas to render the modulation setup significantly stiffer.
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CHAPTER 6
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1

Conclusions
The following conclusions can be made after analyzing the results.

1.

During conventional turning, the radiation intensity and the cutting and thrust forces reach
a relatively steady value after approximately one workpiece rotation. When the feed is
constant, so are the temperature at the chip-tool interface, and the cutting and thrust forces.
Hence, the expectancy is consistent with the relatively steady radiation intensity and forces
seen in previous studies.

2.

When modulation is applied, the radiation intensity also reaches a relatively steady state
after approximately one rotation. The steady state is defined by cyclic radiation intensities
that follow the modulation frequency.

3.

Without modulation, the radiation intensity distribution at the tool rake face decreases with
distance from the tool cutting edge, and so the intensity is highest at the cutting edge and
lowest at the point where the chip departs from the tool. This is possibly due to the
development of a very small chip-tool contact length during the cutting of the steel. This
monotonic intensity distribution can be observed from the cutting with modulation as well.

4.

When modulation is applied, the temperature at the tool rake face progresses from a lowest
value right after tool-workpiece engagement to a highest value right after the tool has
reached its maximum penetration, and then reaches the lowest value right after toolworkpiece disengagement. This result is observed in all the modulation cuts regardless of
the ratio of the modulation frequency to the workpiece rotational frequency, and the cutting
velocity and atmosphere.
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5.

Without modulation, as the feed increases, the peak radiation intensity at the chip-tool
interface increases. The cutting and thrust forces also report an increase. These results are
consistent with typical measurements of radiation intensity and forces which indicate that
increasing feed results in an increase in chip-tool contact temperature and an increase in
forces, without significant changes in friction coefficient

6.

With modulation, as the cutting velocity increases, the peak radiation intensity at the chiptool interface also increases.

7.

For cutting without modulation, there is no apparent decrease in radiation intensity as LN2
is applied, but there is an increase in cutting and thrust force, without change in friction
coefficient. The change in radiation intensity may have been unresolved due to
measurement uncertainty; as the measured intensity was very close to the noise in the
thermal imaging system.

8.

For cutting with modulation, application of LN2 produces a decrease in radiation intensity,
which suggests that the temperature of the chip-tool interface decreases with the
application of the cryogenic fluid. This can be proven by comparing the instantaneous feed
of the cuts with and without the fluid. It is evident that the tool displacement traces are
identical to each other. Even though significant tool wear was seen, the wear lands and the
mean wear profiles on the tool rake face are very close to each other. Therefore, the drop
in radiation intensity appears to have been the direct result of the application of LN2.
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6.2

Future work
As an extension to the work carried out in this study, the following can be implemented:

1.

Increase the stiffness of the MAM device:
a.

The YAG tool holder is attached to the splined shaft using a threaded joint. This
can be replaced with a new splined shaft which has the features for the through the
tool imaging (pockets for the YAG tool and the mirror) machined on it. The
machining could be done with electrical discharge machining (EDM).

b.

The piezo actuator is connected to the splined shaft using a stud. This could be a
potential point for flexure. Thus, machining external threads to a specific length on
the splined shaft to spec on the internal threads on the actuator can improve the
connection.

c.

The ball spline nut is held using two set screws in the ‘head’ which may cause it to
shift during machining load. Currently, the fit between the ‘head’ and the ball spline
nut is a slip fit. The ‘head’ should be machined with a bore which will allow a pressfit between the ball spline nut and the ‘head’. For better fitment, the ball spline nut
should be replaced with a flanged ball spline nut so it could be bolted to the face of
the head rather than using set screws.

Figure 41 shows the redesigned tool holder and the improved connection between the piezo
actuator and splined shaft.
2.

The IR camera was bolted to the XYZ stage firmly, but the stage was mounted on a table
with compliant feet which tended to impart a vibration on the camera with the slightest
bump. Mounting the XYZ stage on a rigid table or tripod will resolve this issue.
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3.

Dual wavelength thermography: The IR camera is capable of imaging radiation at different
wavelengths. It contains a filter which allows it to split the full field of view into two halves
which are capable of viewing different wavelengths. The split line can be set to intersect
the cutting edge so as to gain two wavelengths of radiation, thus increasing the confidence
of measurement.

4.

To report temperature, a blackbody calibration of the camera is required.

5.

To improve the quality of images, the non-uniformity correction should be applied
mathematically after imaging using a code.

6.

For this study, resampling for equivalent cycle for radiation intensity was performed frame
wise. The code used for processing has been be rewritten to resample the values pixel-bypixel. This final code is the one actually appearing in Appendix A.

Figure 41. Redesigned features for the MAM device
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB CODE

function varargout = PAT_GUI(varargin)
% PAT_GUI MATLAB code for PAT_GUI.fig
%
Loading :
% set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
% drawnow;
% set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
%
PAT_GUI, by itself, creates a new PAT_GUI or
raises the existing
%
singleton*.
%
%
H = PAT_GUI returns the handle to a new PAT_GUI or
the handle to the
%
existing singleton*.
%
%
PAT_GUI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...)
calls the local
%
function named CALLBACK in PAT_GUI.M with the
given input arguments.
%
%
PAT_GUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new
PAT_GUI or raises the
%
existing singleton*. Starting from the left,
property value pairs
%
are applied to the GUI before PAT_GUI_OpeningFcn
gets called. An
%
unrecognized property name or invalid value makes
property
%
application stop. All inputs are passed to
PAT_GUI_OpeningFcn via
%
varargin.
%
%
*See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose
"GUI allows only one
%
instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
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% Edit the above text to modify the response to help
PAT_GUI
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 08-Dec-2017 20:03:59
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',
mfilename, ...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @PAT_GUI_OpeningFcn,
...
'gui_OutputFcn', @PAT_GUI_OutputFcn,
...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback',
[]);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State,
varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% --- Executes just before PAT_GUI is made visible.
function PAT_GUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles,
varargin)
global NoFrames set_roi_on startcut endcut NoPeaks
crop_check offset
global pixels Image mod_cycle_N modfreq cmin cmax N
global TIF_Path TIF_FileName TIF_PathName rotangle
xl_loaded
global PeakRad framerate rot_test showplot showpeaks
pix_size
global no_mod_cycles mod_cycle_frames check xfaxis
PeakVal PeakLoc
cmin = 0;
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cmax = 16384;
N = 1;
xl_loaded = 0;
rotangle = 22;
showplot=0;
modfreq = 1;
mod_cycle_N=1;
rot_test = 0;
offset = 0;
NoPeaks=30;
crop_check=0;
startcut = 0;
endcut = 0;
set_roi_on = 0;
pix_size = 1.3;
set(handles.cmin,'String',cmin);
set(handles.cmax,'String',cmax);
set(handles.rotangle,'String',rotangle);
set(handles.processimages,'Enable','off');
set(handles.savetif,'Enable','off');
set(handles.showtif,'Enable','off');
set(handles.loadbgbutton,'Enable','off');
set(handles.CurrentFrame,'Enable','off');
set(handles.nextframebutton,'Enable','off');
set(handles.prevframebutton,'Enable','off');
set(handles.lastframebutton,'Enable','off');
set(handles.firstframebutton,'Enable','off');
set(handles.rotangle,'Enable','on');
set(handles.plotfullcut,'Enable','off');
set(handles.plotcheck,'Enable','off');
set(handles.cmin,'Enable','off');
set(handles.cmax,'Enable','off');
set(handles.slider,'Enable','off');
set(handles.showpeakcut,'Enable','off');
set(handles.eqmodcycle,'Enable','off');
set(handles.showpeakframe,'Enable','off');
set(handles.CurrentFrame,'String','1');
set(handles.slider, 'Value', N);
set(handles.crop,'Enable','off');
set(handles.crop_roi,'Enable','off');
set(handles.crop_roi,'Enable','off');
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set(handles.save_images,'Enable','off');
set(handles.rotangle,'Enable','off');
set(handles.opentif,'Enable','off');
set(handles.cutframes, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.bgframes, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.pixels, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.frame_rate, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.frame_modcycle, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.nomodcycles, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.plotall, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.load_capprobe, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.toggle, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.end_frame, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.start_frame, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.caxisslider, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.plotall, 'Enable', 'off');
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
hObject
handle to
% figure eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future
version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA) varargin
% command line arguments to PAT_GUI (see VARARGIN)
% Choose default command line output for PAT_GUI
handles.output = hObject;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% UIWAIT makes PAT_GUI wait for user response (see
UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the
command line.
function varargout = PAT_GUI_OutputFcn(hObject,
eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see
VARARGOUT); hObject
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% handle to figure eventdata reserved - to be defined in
a future version
% of MATLAB handles
structure with handles and user
data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;

function cutframes_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global NoFrames
NoFrames = str2num(FileName(8:end-4));
assignin('base','cutframes',NoFrames); %Number of Cut
Frames
% hObject
handle to cutframes (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
cutframes as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of cutframes as
%
a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function cutframes_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to cutframes (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty
- handles not
% created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
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set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function bgframes_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global NoBGFrames
NoBGFrames = str2double(get(handles.bgframes,'String'));
assignin('base','bgframes',NoBGFrames); %Number of Cut
Frames% hObject
handle to bgframes (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB handles
% structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
bgframes as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of bgframes as
%
a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function bgframes_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to bgframes (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty
- handles not
% created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function pixels_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pixels (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
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% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of pixels
as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of pixels as a
%
double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function pixels_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pixels (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty
- handles not
% created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function nomodcycles_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% hObject
handle to nomodcycles (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
nomodcycles as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of nomodcycles
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function nomodcycles_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% hObject
handle to nomodcycles (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty
- handles not
% created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function frame_modcycle_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% hObject
handle to frame_modcycle (see GCBO)
eventdata reserved - to
% be defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with
% handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
frame_modcycle as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of
%
frame_modcycle as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function frame_modcycle_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% hObject
handle to frame_modcycle (see GCBO)
eventdata reserved - to
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% be defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty - handles not
% created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
% --- Executes on button press in clear.
function clear_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global N NoFrames pixels Image cmin cmax N TIF_Path
TIF_FileName TIF_PathName rotangle PeakRad framerate
rot_test showplot showpeaks no_mod_cycles
mod_cycle_frames check xfaxis PeakVal PeakLoc
axes(handles.plot);
cla
axes(handles.Frame_Show);
cla
close(PAT_GUI);
clear global
clc
PAT_GUI;
% hObject
handle to clear (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be defined
% in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with
handles and user
% data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in exit.
function exit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
clear global
clc
close(PAT_GUI);
% hObject
handle to exit (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be defined
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% in a future version of MATLAB handles
handles and user
% data (see GUIDATA)

structure with

% --- Executes on button press in clc.
function clc_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.clc,'string','Running','enable','off');
clc
cla(handles.plot)
set(handles.clc,'string','CLC','Enable','on');
% hObject
handle to clc (see GCBO) eventdata reserved
- to be defined
% in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with
handles and user
% data (see GUIDATA)

function rotangle_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global rotangle
% rotangle = get(handles.cutframes,'num');
editString = get(handles.rotangle, 'String');
if isempty(editString);
set(handles.rotangle,'String','0');
rotangle = 0;
end
rotangle = str2num(get(handles.rotangle,'string'));
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles);
% hObject
handle to rotangle (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
rotangle as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of rotangle as
%
a double
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function rotangle_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to rotangle (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty
- handles not
% created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
% --- Executes on button press in plotfullcut.
function plotfullcut_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global PeakRad NoFrames xfaxis PeakVal PeakLoc check
global crop_check mod_cycle_loc PeakRadCrop PeakValCrop
global pixels PeakLocCrop startcut endcut
set(handles.status,'string','Processing..','ForegroundCol
or','red');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
set(handles.showpeakcut,'Enable','on');
axes(handles.plot);
cla
if crop_check == 0
xfaxis = 0 : 1 : size(PeakRad,2)-1;
% [PeakVal
PeakLoc]=findpeaks(PeakRad,'MinPeakDistance',30);
% for i=1:length(PeakLoc)-1
%
mod_cycle_loc(i,:)=PeakLoc(i:i+1);
% end
% if check == 1
%
scatter(xfaxis(PeakLoc),PeakVal,'v','r')
%
hold on;
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%
%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%

for i = 1 : length(PeakVal)
dy=100;
y=PeakVal(i)+dy;
h=text(xfaxis(PeakLoc(i)),y,num2str(round(PeakVal(i),0)
));
set(h,'Rotation',90);
datacursormode on
end
plot(xfaxis, PeakRad,'b');
hold on;
xlim([0 NoFrames])
ylim([0 max(max(PeakRad))+500])
set(gca,'XLim',[0 length(PeakRad)])

set(gca,'XTick',(0:round(length(PeakRad)/4,0):length(Pe
akRad)))
YLIM = round(max(max(PeakRad))*10^(-2),0)/(10^(2))+500;
set(gca,'YLim',[0 YLIM])
datacursormode on
title('Peak Radiation of each frame during
cut','FontSize',12)
xlabel('Frames','FontSize',12)
ylabel('Radiation counts','FontSize',12)
else
xfaxis = 0 : 1 : size(PeakRad,2)-1;
plot(xfaxis, PeakRad,'b');
hold on;
%
xlim([0 NoFrames])
%
ylim([0 max(max(PeakRad))+500])
set(gca,'XLim',[0 length(PeakRad)])
%
set(gca,'XTick',(0:round(length(PeakRad)/4,0):length(Pe
akRad)))
YLIM = round(max(max(PeakRad))*10^(-2),0)/(10^(2))+500;
set(gca,'YLim',[0 YLIM])
datacursormode on
title('Peak Radiation of each frame during
cut','FontSize',12)
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xlabel('Frames','FontSize',12)
ylabel('Radiation counts','FontSize',12)
hold off;
end
% elseif crop_check == 1
%
xfaxiscrop = 0 : 1 : size(PeakRadCrop,2)-1;
%
if check == 1
%
[PeakValCrop
PeakLocCrop]=findpeaks(PeakRadCrop,'MinPeakDistance',30
);
%
scatter(xfaxiscrop(PeakLocCrop)+1,PeakValCrop,'v','r')
%
hold on;
%
for i = 1 : length(PeakValCrop)
%
dy=100;
%
y=PeakValCrop(i)+dy;
%
h=text(xfaxiscrop(PeakLocCrop(i))+1,y,num2str(round(Pea
kValCrop(i),0)));
%
set(h,'Rotation',90);
%
datacursormode on
%
end
%
plot(xfaxiscrop, PeakRadCrop,'b');
%
hold on;
% %
xlim([startcut length(PeakRadCrop)])
% %
ylim([0 max(max(PeakRadCrop))+500])
%
set(gca,'XLim',[startcut length(PeakRadCrop)])
% %
set(gca,'XTick',(startcut:round(length(PeakRadCrop)/4,0
):length(PeakRadCrop)))
%
YLIM = round(max(max(PeakRadCrop))*10^(2),0)/(10^(-2))+500;
%
set(gca,'YLim',[0 YLIM])
% %
set(gca,'YTick',(0:max(max(PeakRad))))
%
datacursormode on
%
title('Peak Radiation of each frame during
cut','FontSize',12)
%
xlabel('Frames','FontSize',12)
%
ylabel('Radiation counts','FontSize',12)
%
else
%
plot(xfaxiscrop, PeakRadCrop,'b');
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%
hold on;
% %
xlim([0 endcut-startcut])
% %
ylim([0 max(max(PeakRadCrop))+500])
%
set(gca,'XLim',[0 endcut-startcut])
% %
set(gca,'XTick',(0:round(endcutstartcut/4,0):endcut-startcut))
%
YLIM = round(max(max(PeakRadCrop))*10^(2),0)/(10^(-2))+500;
%
set(gca,'YLim',[0 YLIM])
% %
set(gca,'YTick',(0:max(max(PeakRad))))
%
datacursormode on
%
title('Peak Radiation of each frame during
cut','FontSize',12)
%
xlabel('Frames','FontSize',12)
%
ylabel('Radiation counts','FontSize',12)
%
hold off;
%
end
%
crop_check = 0;
% end
% set(handles.mod_cycle_plot,'Enable','on');
set(handles.end_frame, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.start_frame, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.crop,'Enable','on');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
set(handles.status,'string','Ready','ForegroundColor','gr
een');
% hObject
handle to plotfullcut (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in plotcheck.
function plotcheck_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global N showplot
check=get(hObject,'Value');
if check==1
showplot=1;
set(handles.showpeakframe,'Enable','on');
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
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else
showplot=0;
axes(handles.plot);
title(' ')
xlabel(' ')
ylabel(' ')
cla
set(handles.showpeakframe,'Enable','off');
end
% hObject
handle to plotcheck (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
plotcheck
% --- Executes on button press in showpeakcut.
function showpeakcut_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global check
check=get(hObject,'Value');
if check==1
plotfullcut_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
else
check=0;
plotfullcut_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
end
% hObject
handle to showpeakcut (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
showpeakcut
% --- Executes on button press in showpeakframe.
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function showpeakframe_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global showpeaks
showpeaks=get(hObject,'Value');
if showpeaks==1
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles);
else
showpeaks=0;
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles);
end
% hObject
handle to showpeakframe (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
showpeakframe
% --- Executes on button press in eqmodcycle.
function eqmodcycle_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global Image TIF_Path TIF_Path_eq
global mod_cycle_frames
global no_mod_cycles eqmodcycle
set(handles.status,'string','Processing..','ForegroundCol
or','red');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
% Time_Rad = 0:1/suggested_rate_rad:length(eqmod4cycles);
% col_header={'Time','Radiation','','','','Cap Probe H Before cut','Cap Probe H - During cut','Cap Probe
V','Waveform generator'};
% xlswrite('Cut 78_EQ Data.xlsx',col_header,1,'A1');
% xlswrite('Cut 78_EQ Data.xlsx',Time_Rad',1,'A2');
% xlswrite('Cut 78_EQ Data.xlsx',eqmod4cycles',1,'B2');
for j = 1 : mod_cycle_frames
Image(j).AverageCycle = 0;
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for i = 1 : no_mod_cycles
Image(j).AverageCycle = Image((i1)*mod_cycle_frames + j).RotFrames +
Image(j).AverageCycle;
end
Image(j).AverageCycle =
Image(j).AverageCycle/no_mod_cycles;
end
TIF_Path_eq = [TIF_Path(1:end-4) '_EQ.tif'];
imwrite(Image(1).AverageCycle,TIF_Path_eq); %Creates a
.tif file with the first frame
for k = 2 : mod_cycle_frames
imwrite(Image(k).AverageCycle,TIF_Path_eq,'WriteMode','
append'); %Appends the all frames to the first
end
for i = 1 : mod_cycle_frames
Image(1,i).PeakRadAvg =
max(max(Image(1,i).AverageCycle));
PeakRadAvg(1,i) = Image(1,i).PeakRadAvg;
Image(1,i).MaxRadLocAvg =
find(Image(i).AverageCycle==Image(1,i).PeakRadAvg,1);
end
combine = [PeakRadAvg PeakRadAvg];
L = length(PeakRadAvg);
eqmodcycle = [combine(round(L/2):L-1)
combine(L:L+round(L/2)-1)];
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
set(handles.status,'string','Ready','ForegroundColor','gr
een');
%
%
%
%
%
%

eqmod3cycles = [eqmodcycle eqmodcycle eqmodcycle];
[pks,locs] = findpeaks(eqmod3cycles);
axes(handles.plot);
cla
y = max(max(pks));
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

peak=max(max(pks));
peak_loc=find(pks==peak);
locs_of_peak=locs(peak_loc);
plot(eqmod3cycles);
hold on;
xlim([0 length(eqmod3cycles)])
ylim([0 (y+200)])
title('Effective Modulation cycles')
xlabel('Frames for ~4 Modulation Cycles')
ylabel('Radiation counts')
datacursormode on

% hObject
handle to eqmodcycle (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)

function modfreq_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global modfreq pixels NoFrames framerate no_mod_cycles
mod_cycle_frames
editString = get(handles.modfreq, 'String');
if isempty(editString);
set(handles.modfreq,'String','0');
modfreq = 1;
end
modfreq = str2num(get(handles.modfreq,'string'));
set(handles.opentif,'Enable','on');
set(handles.load_capprobe, 'Enable', 'on');
% hObject
handle to modfreq (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
modfreq as text
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%

str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of modfreq as a
%
double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function modfreq_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to modfreq (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty
- handles not
% created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
% --- Executes on button press in nextframebutton.
function nextframebutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global N NoFrames
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
if N >= NoFrames
N = NoFrames;
else
N = N+1;
end
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.slider, 'Value', N);
set(handles.CurrentFrame,'String',num2str(N));
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
% hObject
handle to nextframebutton (see GCBO)
eventdata reserved – to
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% be defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with
% handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in prevframebutton.
function prevframebutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global N
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
if N <= 1
N = 1;
else
N = N - 1;
end
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.slider, 'Value', N);
set(handles.CurrentFrame,'String',num2str(N));
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
% hObject
handle to prevframebutton (see GCBO)
eventdata reserved - to
% be defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with
% handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on slider movement.
function slider_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global N NoFrames
if isempty(N)
N=1;
else
set(hObject,'Min',1);
set(hObject,'Max',NoFrames);
set(hObject, 'SliderStep', [1/NoFrames , 10/NoFrames]);
N = round(get(handles.slider,'Value'),0);
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.CurrentFrame,'String',num2str(N));
end
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% hObject
handle to slider (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider
%
get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to
determine range of
%
slider
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function slider_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to slider (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty
- handles not
% created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: slider controls usually have a light gray
background.
if isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',[.9 .9 .9]);
end
% --- Executes on button press in firstframebutton.
function firstframebutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
global N
if N >= 1
N = 1;
else
N = 1;
end
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
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set(handles.slider, 'Value', 1);
set(handles.CurrentFrame,'String',num2str(N));
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
% hObject
handle to firstframebutton (see GCBO)
eventdata reserved - to
% be defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with
% handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in lastframebutton.
function lastframebutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global N NoFrames
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
if N >= NoFrames
N = NoFrames;
else
N = NoFrames;
end
set(handles.slider, 'Value', NoFrames);
set(handles.CurrentFrame,'String',num2str(N));
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to lastframebutton (see GCBO)
eventdata reserved - to
% be defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with
% handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

function cmin_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global cmin
cmin = str2num(get(handles.cmin,'String'));
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles);
% hObject
handle to cmin (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be defined
% in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with
handles and user
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% data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of cmin
as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of cmin as a
%
double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function cmin_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to cmin (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be defined
% in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty handles not created
% until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function cmax_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global cmax
cmax = str2num(get(handles.cmax,'String'));
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles);
% hObject
handle to cmax (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be defined
% in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with
handles and user
% data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of cmax
as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of cmax as a
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%

double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function cmax_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to cmax (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be defined
% in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty handles not created
% until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
% --- Executes on button press in save_images.
function save_images_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global N TIF_Path cmin cmax TIF_PathName mod_cycle_frames
TIF_FileName
global check_save_eqcycle check_save_frame
check_save_plots TIF_Path_eq eqmodcycle pix_size
%% Create Directory (Results_Cut #)
directory=[TIF_PathName 'Results_' TIF_FileName(1:end8)];
%%% Address:
'C:\Users\p994d824\Dropbox\Education\Project\Thesis\MAT
LAB - Dropbox\Results_Cut 68'
YesorNo = exist(directory);
if YesorNo ~= 7
mkdir(directory);
end
%% Individual Frames (Without Rotating)
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if check_save_frame == 1
% Save in the directory created earlier (Results_Cut #)
imgfilename = [directory '\Frame No_' num2str(N) '.jpg'];
%%% Address:
'C:\Users\p994d824\Dropbox\Education\Project\Thesis\MAT
LAB - Dropbox\Results_Cut 68\Frame No_1.jpg'
image=imread(TIF_Path,N);
pixels_x = size(image,1);
pixels_y = size(image,2);
pixels_y_disp = round(size(image,2)*pix_size,0);
pixels_x_disp = round(size(image,1)*pix_size,0);
figure('rend','painters','pos',[0 0 800 600])
imshow(image,jet(cmax),'InitialMagnification','fit')
axis on
title(['Radiation observed in frame
#',num2str(N)],'FontSize',12)
xticks([1 pixels_x*0.25 pixels_x*0.5 pixels_x*0.75
pixels_x*1])
xticklabels({0 pixels_x_disp*0.25 pixels_x_disp*0.5
pixels_x_disp*0.75 pixels_x_disp})
yticks([1 pixels_y*0.25 pixels_y*0.5 pixels_y*0.75
pixels_y])
yticklabels({pixels_y_disp pixels_y_disp*0.75
pixels_y_disp*0.5 pixels_y_disp*0.25 0})
xlabel('µm')
ylabel('µm')
colorbar;
saveas(gcf,imgfilename);
close
%% Eq. Modcycles
elseif check_save_eqcycle == 1
% Create a new directory inside Results_Cut# named EQ
Cycle
eqcycle_directory = [directory '\EQ Cycle'];
YesorNo = exist(eqcycle_directory);
if YesorNo ~= 7
mkdir(eqcycle_directory);
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end
%%% Address:
'C:\Users\p994d824\Dropbox\Education\Project\Thesis\MAT
LAB - Dropbox\Results_Cut 68\EQ Cycle'
if isempty(TIF_Path_eq)
h = msgbox('
Equivalent cycle not
computed','Error','error');
else
for i = 1 : mod_cycle_frames
image=imread(TIF_Path_eq,i);
pixels_x = size(image,1);
pixels_y = size(image,2);
pixels_y_disp = round(pixels_y*pix_size,0);
pixels_x_disp = round(pixels_x*pix_size,0);
figure('rend','painters','pos',[0 0 800 600])
imshow(image,jet(cmax),'InitialMagnification','fit')
axis on;
colorbar;
xlim ([0 inf])
ylim ([0 inf])
title(['Radiation observed in frame
#',num2str(i)],'FontSize',12)
xticks([1 pixels_x*0.25 pixels_x*0.5 pixels_x*0.75
pixels_x*1])
xticklabels({0 pixels_x_disp*0.25 pixels_x_disp*0.5
pixels_x_disp*0.75 pixels_x_disp})
yticks([1 pixels_y*0.25 pixels_y*0.5 pixels_y*0.75
pixels_y])
yticklabels({pixels_y_disp pixels_y_disp*0.75
pixels_y_disp*0.5 pixels_y_disp*0.25 0})
xlabel('µm')
ylabel('µm')
eqimgfilename = [eqcycle_directory '\Frame No_'
num2str(i) '.jpg'];
saveas(gcf,eqimgfilename);
close figure 1
end
% fileFolder = fullfile(eqcycle_directory);
% dirOutput = dir(fullfile(fileFolder,'Frame No_*.jpg'));
% fileNames = {dirOutput.name}';
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% montage(fileNames,jet(4000), 'Size' ,
[round(length(fileNames)/5,-1),5]);
end
elseif check_save_plots == 1
warndlg('Will set up','Warning');
else
warndlg('Select one option to save','Error');
end
% --- Executes on button press in loadimagesbutton.
function loadimagesbutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global MasterFile FR_Text_Path NoFrames pixels
%% Loading Data from .txt (Select the cut frames from
HyPAT)
set(handles.status,'string','Processing..','ForegroundCol
or','red');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch') % Shows a busy
icon until the end of the block
drawnow;
[FR_FileName,FR_PathName] = uigetfile('*.txt','Select Cut
ASCII File'); % Receives the path for the file by
prompting an 'Open' window
if FR_FileName == 0
h = msgbox('
ASCII Text file not
selected','Error','error');
else
MasterFile = dlmread([FR_PathName FR_FileName]); % Read
ASCII text file with all frames
FR_Text_Path = [FR_PathName FR_FileName]; % FR_Text_Path
stores the frame path
pixels=size(MasterFile,2); % Pixels finds and stores the
number of pixels in the image
NoFrames = size(MasterFile,1)/pixels; % No_Frames
calculates the number of frames
set(handles.cutframes,'String',NoFrames);
set(handles.cutframespath,'String',FR_FileName);
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set(handles.loadbgbutton,'Enable','on');
end
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
set(handles.status,'string','Ready','ForegroundColor','gr
een');
% hObject
handle to loadimagesbutton (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB handles
% structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in loadbgbutton.
function loadbgbutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global avgbackgground BGPath BackgroundRaw NoBGFrames
pixelsbg BG_FileName
set(handles.status,'string','Processing..','ForegroundCol
or','red');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
[BG_FileName,BG_PathName] = uigetfile('*.txt','Select
Background ASCII File');
if BG_FileName == 0
h = msgbox('
ASCII Text file not
selected','Error','error');
else
BackgroundRaw = dlmread([BG_PathName BG_FileName]); %Read
ASCII text file with all background frames
BGPath = [BG_PathName BG_FileName]; % BGPath stores the
frame path
pixelsbg=size(BackgroundRaw,2);
NoBGFrames = size(BackgroundRaw,1)/pixelsbg;
set(handles.bgframes,'String',100);
set(handles.processimages,'Enable','on');
end
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
set(handles.status,'string','Ready','ForegroundColor','gr
een');
% hObject
handle to loadbgbutton (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
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% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in savetif.
function savetif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global NoFrames Data FR_Text_Path TIF_Path
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
%% Creating a .tif file with multiple frames
TIF_Path = [FR_Text_Path(1:end-4) '.tif'];
imwrite(Data(1).Images,TIF_Path); %Creates a .tif file
with the first frame
for k = 2 : NoFrames
imwrite(Data(k).Images,TIF_Path,'WriteMode','append');
%Appends the all frames to the first
end
set(handles.showtif,'Enable','on');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
% hObject
handle to TIF_Path (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in processimages.
function processimages_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global avgbackgground NoBGFrames BackgroundRaw NoFrames
MasterFile Data pixels
set(handles.status,'string','Processing..','ForegroundCol
or','red');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
for i = 0 : (NoBGFrames-1)
Data(1,i+1).Background =
BackgroundRaw(i*pixels+1:(i+1)*pixels,:); %Splits
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frames and stores in Data(X).Background, X = Frame number
end
%Average of Background frames
SumBackground=0;
for i = 1 :(NoBGFrames)
SumBackground = SumBackground + Data(i).Background;
%Summation of all Bacground Frames
end
Data(1).AvgBackground=SumBackground/NoBGFrames; %Average
of Background Frames
avgbackgground=Data(1).AvgBackground;
for i = 0 : (NoFrames-1)
Data(1,i+1).Frames =
MasterFile(i*pixels+1:(i+1)*pixels,:); %Splits frames
into each variable referred by Data(X).frames
Data(1,i+1).FramesBG =
flipud(fliplr(Data(1,i+1).Frames-avgbackgground));
%Subtracts pixel by pixel, frame by frame the
background from the images, then flip left to right,
then up to down
Data(1,i+1).Images = uint16(Data(i+1).FramesBG);
%Convert to 16bit variable, NEEDED FOR SAVING!!!
end
% choose the file load the data into a structure myData
add the structure
% to handles
handles.Data.Images = Data.Images;
% save the updated structure
guidata(hObject,handles);
set(handles.savetif,'Enable','on');
set(handles.CurrentFrame,'Enable','on');
set(handles.nextframebutton,'Enable','on');
set(handles.prevframebutton,'Enable','on');
set(handles.lastframebutton,'Enable','on');
set(handles.firstframebutton,'Enable','on');
set(handles.rotangle,'Enable','on');
set(handles.cmin,'Enable','on');
set(handles.cmax,'Enable','on');
set(handles.slider,'Enable','on');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
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set(handles.status,'string','Ready','ForegroundColor','gr
een');
% hObject
handle to processimages (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in showtif.
function showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global TIF_Path N cmax cmin rotangle showplot pixels
Image
global set_roi_on PeakRadLoc showpeaks PeakRad
TIF_Path_crop
set(handles.status,'string','Processing..','ForegroundCol
or','red');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
if set_roi_on == 0
axes(handles.Frame_Show);
image=imread(TIF_Path,N);
pixels=size(image,2);
image=imrotate(image,-rotangle,'crop');
imshow(image, jet(cmax));
title(['Radiation observed in frame #',num2str(N)])
axis on;
colorbar;
colormap jet;
caxis([cmin cmax])
set(gca,'XLim',[0 pixels])
set(gca,'XTick',(0:pixels/4:pixels))
set(gca,'YLim',[0 pixels])
set(gca,'YTick',(0:pixels/4:pixels))
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); % Get the y axis limits
yTicks = yLimits(2)-get(gca,'YTick'); % Get the y
axis tick values and subtract them from the upper limit
set(gca,'YTickLabel',num2str(yTicks.')); % Convert
the tick values to strings and update the y axis labels
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else
axes(handles.Frame_Show);
image = imread(TIF_Path_crop,N);
pixels = size(image,2);
pixels_y = size(image,1);
pixels_x = size(image,2);
imshow(image, jet(cmax));
title(['Radiation observed in frame #',num2str(N)])
axis on;
colorbar;
colormap jet;
caxis([cmin cmax])
set(gca,'XLim',[0 pixels_x])
%
set(gca,'XTick',(0:pixels_x/4:pixels_x))
set(gca,'YLim',[0 pixels_y])
%
set(gca,'YTick',(0:pixels_y/4:pixels_y))
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); % Get the y axis limits
yTicks = yLimits(2)-get(gca,'YTick'); % Get the y
axis tick values and subtract them from the upper limit
set(gca,'YTickLabel',num2str(yTicks.')); % Convert
the tick values to strings and update the y axis labels
end
if showplot == 1
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
xaxis = 0 : 1 : length(Image(N).Average)-1;
axes(handles.plot);
cla
hold on;
plot(xaxis,Image(N).Average)
%
xlim([0 pixels])
ylim([0 max(max(PeakRad))])
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
datacursormode on
title(['Average Peak Radiation observed in frame
#',num2str(N)],'FontSize',10)
xlabel('Pixels','FontSize',10)
ylabel('Radiation Intensity
(counts)','FontSize',10)
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set(gca,'XLim',[0 pixels])
set(gca,'XTick',(0:pixels/4:pixels))
YLIM = round(max(max(PeakRad))*10^(-2))/(10^(2))+500;
%
set(gca,'YLim',[0 YLIM])
%
set(gca,'YTick',(0:max(max(PeakRad))))
if showpeaks==1
%
%

scatter(Image(N).MaxRadLoc,max(max(Image(N).Average)),'
r','v')
y =
round(max(max(Image(N).Average)),0)+100;
str =
{num2str(round(max(max(Image(N).Average)),0))};
h=text(xaxis(Image(N).MaxRadLoc),y,str);
datacursormode on
end
end
hold off;
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
set(handles.status,'string','Ready','ForegroundColor','gr
een');
% hObject
handle to showtif (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
structure with handles
% and user data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in opentif.
function opentif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global N cmax cmin showimage TIF_Path NoFrames rotangle
Image startcut
global PeakRad pixels framerate set_roi_on TIF_Path_Crop
no_mod_cycles
global TIF_FileName TIF_PathName modfreq mod_cycle_frames
endcut suggested_rate_rad
set(handles.status,'string','Processing..','ForegroundCol
or','red');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
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drawnow;
axes(handles.Frame_Show);
[TIF_FileName,TIF_PathName] = uigetfile('*.tif','Open
processed .tif file');
if TIF_FileName == 0
h = msgbox('
Image file Not
Selected','Error','error');
else
TIF_Path = [TIF_PathName TIF_FileName];
set(handles.cutframespath,'String',TIF_FileName);
info = imfinfo(TIF_Path);
NoFrames = numel(info);
showimage=imread([TIF_Path],N);
pixels=size(showimage,2);
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.slider,'Min',1);
set(handles.slider,'Max',NoFrames);
if pixels == 128;
framerate=945.180;
elseif pixels == 256;
framerate=266.951;
else pixels == 512;
framerate=71.239;
end
mod_cycle_frames = floor(framerate/modfreq);
suggested_rate_rad = mod_cycle_frames*modfreq;
no_mod_cycles = floor(NoFrames/mod_cycle_frames);
[P,Q] = rat(suggested_rate_rad/framerate);
for i = 1:NoFrames
Image(1,i).Frames=imread([TIF_Path],i);
Image(1,i).Frames=uint16(resample(double(Image(1,i).Fra
mes),P,Q));
Image(1,i).RotFrames=imrotate(Image(i).Frames,rotangle,'crop');
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Image(1,i).RotFrames(Image(1,i).RotFrames
<= 0) = NaN;
Image(1,i).Average=mean(Image(1,i).RotFrames,'omitnan')
;
Image(1,i).PeakRad =
max(max(Image(1,i).Average));
PeakRad(1,i) = Image(1,i).PeakRad;
Image(1,i).MaxRadLoc =
find(Image(i).Average==Image(1,i).PeakRad,1);
end
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
set(handles.status,'string','Ready','ForegroundColor','
green');
%

[TIF_FileName_Crop,TIF_PathName_Crop] =
uigetfile('*.tif','Open processed .tif file');
%
TIF_Path_Crop = [TIF_PathName_Crop
TIF_FileName_Crop];
%
set(handles.cutframespath,'String',TIF_FileName_Crop);
%
NoFrames = str2num(TIF_FileName_Crop(8:end-9));
%
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%
set(handles.slider,'Min',1);
%
set(handles.slider,'Max',NoFrames);
% clear Image
% for i = 1:NoFrames
%
Image(1,i).CropFrames=imread([TIF_Path_Crop],i);
%
Image(1,i).CropFrames(Image(1,i).CropFrames <= 0) =
NaN;
%
Image(1,i).Average=mean(Image(1,i).CropFrames,'omitnan'
);
%
Image(1,i).PeakRad =
max(max(Image(1,i).Average));
%
PeakRad(1,i) = Image(1,i).PeakRad;
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%

Image(1,i).MaxRadLoc =
find(Image(i).Average==Image(1,i).PeakRad,1);
% end
startcut = 1;
endcut = NoFrames;
set(handles.CurrentFrame,'Enable','on');
set(handles.nextframebutton,'Enable','on');
set(handles.prevframebutton,'Enable','on');
set(handles.lastframebutton,'Enable','on');
set(handles.firstframebutton,'Enable','on');
set(handles.rotangle,'Enable','on');
set(handles.plotfullcut,'Enable','on');
set(handles.plotcheck,'Enable','on');
set(handles.cmin,'Enable','on');
set(handles.cmax,'Enable','on');
set(handles.slider,'Enable','on');
set(handles.crop_roi,'Enable','on');
set(handles.save_images,'Enable','on');
set(handles.rotangle,'Enable','on');
set(handles.eqmodcycle,'Enable','on');
set(handles.plotall, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.cutframes,'String',NoFrames);
set(handles.pixels,'string',pixels);
set(handles.frame_modcycle,'String',mod_cycle_frames);
set(handles.nomodcycles,'String',no_mod_cycles);
set(handles.frame_rate,'String',num2str(framerate));
set(handles.caxisslider, 'Enable', 'off');
end
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
set(handles.status,'string','Ready','ForegroundColor','gr
een');
function CurrentFrame_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global N
N = str2num(get(handles.CurrentFrame, 'String'));
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.slider, 'Value', N);
% hObject
handle to cutframespath (see GCBO)
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% eventdata
of MATLAB
% handles
GUIDATA)

reserved - to be defined in a future version
structure with handles and user data (see

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
CurrentFrame as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of CurrentFrame
%
as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function CurrentFrame_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% hObject
handle to CurrentFrame (see GCBO) eventdata
reserved - to be
% defined in a future version of MATLAB handles
empty
- handles not
% created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
% --- Executes during object deletion, before destroying
properties.
function cutframespath_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% hObject
handle to cutframespath (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
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if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
end

% --- Executes during object deletion, before destroying
properties.
function plotcheck_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to plotcheck (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
end
function cutframespath_DeleteFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% hObject
handle to cutframespath (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)

% --- Executes during object deletion, before destroying
properties.
function plotcheck_DeleteFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to plotcheck (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in crop.
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function crop_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global startcut endcut crop_check PeakRad PeakRadCrop
mod_cycle_frames no_mod_cycles NoFrames modfreq
framerate
y=0;
% if startcut > endcut
%
h = msgbox('
Enter valid start and end
frames','Error','error');
% elseif endcut > NoFrames | endcut == 0
%
h = msgbox('
Enter valid end
frame','Error','error');
% elseif endcut < 0 | endcut == 0
%
h = msgbox('
Enter valid start
frame','Error','error');
% end
PeakRadCrop = PeakRad(startcut:endcut);
PeakRad = [];
PeakRad = PeakRadCrop;
NoFrames = length(PeakRad);
mod_cycle_frames = floor(framerate/modfreq);
no_mod_cycles = floor(NoFrames/mod_cycle_frames);
set(handles.frame_modcycle,'String',mod_cycle_frames);
set(handles.nomodcycles,'String',no_mod_cycles);
set(handles.cutframes,'String',NoFrames);
cla
axes(handles.plot);
% hold on;
if (startcut==0) & (y==0)
crop_check = 0;
plotfullcut_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
else
crop_check = 1;
xfaxiscrop = 0 : 1 : size(PeakRadCrop,2)-1;
plotfullcut_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
end
% hObject
handle to crop (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
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% --- Executes on button press in load_capprobe.
function load_capprobe_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global x x1 t eq_cycle_v eq_cycle_wg eq_cycle_h1
eq_cycle_h2 no_frames_cycle_dis
global Rate modfreq Samples_to_Read Sensitivity
cap_probe_v cap_probe_h
global cap_probe_h2_corrected_resampled
cap_probe_h1_corrected_resampled
global cap_probe_v_corrected_resampled
waveformgen_corrected_resampled
global suggested_rate_dis xl_loaded
set(handles.status,'string','Processing..','ForegroundCol
or','red');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
Rate = 2000; % Scan rate in Hz in Labview
Samples_to_Read = 20000; % Samples read in Labview
Sensitivity = 100; % um per V;
no_frames_cycle_dis = floor(Rate/modfreq);
suggested_rate_dis = no_frames_cycle_dis*modfreq;
[FileName,PathName] = uigetfile('*.xlsx','Select LabView
excel file');
if FileName == 0
h = msgbox('
Excel file Not
Selected','Error','error');
else
data = xlsread(FileName);
%Signal from vertical capacitance probe
cap_probe_v = data(:,1);
%Signal from horizontal capacitance probe
cap_probe_h = data(:,3);
%Signal from waveform generator
waveformgen = data(:,5);
cap_probe_v = cap_probe_v*Sensitivity;
cap_probe_h = cap_probe_h*Sensitivity;
% Time axis
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t = round(transpose([0:1/Rate:1/Rate*(Samples_to_Read1)]),4);
figure
plot(t,cap_probe_v)
title('Select approximate cut region (2 Points)');
[x,y] = ginput(2);
gtext('');
close
x = round(x,3);
x(1) = find(t == x(1));
x(2) = find(t == x(2));
t_crop = t(x(1):x(2));
figure
plot(t_crop,cap_probe_v(x(1):x(2)))
title('Select cut start and end times');
[x1,y1] = ginput(2);
close
x1 = round(x1,3);
start_time = t(find(t == x1(1)));
end_time = t(find(t == x1(2)));
start_time_before_cut = 0;
end_time_before_cut = 0.5;
%Zero Correction
start_point_v_h_during_cut = find(t == start_time);
end_point_v_h_during_cut = find(t == end_time);
start_point_h_before_cut = find(t ==
start_time_before_cut);
end_point_h_before_cut = find(t ==
end_time_before_cut);
t_cut = t(start_point_v_h_during_cut :
end_point_v_h_during_cut);
start_point_average = find(t==start_time_before_cut);
end_point_average = find(t==end_time_before_cut);
% Find average of all the traces
cap_probe_h_average =
mean(cap_probe_h(start_point_h_before_cut:end_point_h_b
efore_cut));
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cap_probe_v_average =
mean(cap_probe_v(start_point_h_before_cut:end_point_h_b
efore_cut));
waveformgen_average =
mean(waveformgen(start_point_h_before_cut:end_point_h_b
efore_cut));
% Subtract average from the traces
cap_probe_h2_corrected = cap_probe_h cap_probe_h_average;
cap_probe_h1_corrected =
cap_probe_h2_corrected(start_point_average :
end_point_average);
cap_probe_v_corrected = cap_probe_v cap_probe_v_average;
waveformgen_corrected = waveformgen waveformgen_average;
% Crop the traces
cap_probe_h2_corrected_crop =
cap_probe_h2_corrected(start_point_v_h_during_cut:end_p
oint_v_h_during_cut);
cap_probe_h1_corrected_crop =
cap_probe_h1_corrected(start_point_h_before_cut:end_poi
nt_h_before_cut);
cap_probe_v_corrected_crop =
cap_probe_v_corrected(start_point_v_h_during_cut:end_po
int_v_h_during_cut);
waveformgen_corrected_crop =
waveformgen_corrected(start_point_v_h_during_cut:end_po
int_v_h_during_cut);
% Resample the cropped data
[P,Q] = rat(suggested_rate_dis/Rate);
cap_probe_h2_corrected_resampled =
resample(cap_probe_h2_corrected_crop,P,Q);
cap_probe_h1_corrected_resampled =
resample(cap_probe_h1_corrected_crop,P,Q);
cap_probe_v_corrected_resampled =
resample(cap_probe_v_corrected_crop,P,Q);
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waveformgen_corrected_resampled =
resample(waveformgen_corrected_crop,P,Q);
cap_probe_v_crop =
cap_probe_v(start_point_v_h_during_cut :
end_point_v_h_during_cut);
cap_probe_v_resampled =
cap_probe_v_corrected_resampled;
no_of_cycles =
length(cap_probe_v_resampled)/no_frames_cycle_dis;
for i= 0 : (no_of_cycles-2)
Image(1,i+1).cycle_v =
cap_probe_v_resampled((i*no_frames_cycle_dis+1):(i+1)*n
o_frames_cycle_dis);
end
for i= 1 : (no_of_cycles-1)
Matrix_v(i,:) = Image(i).cycle_v;
end
sum_of_all_cycles_v = [];
sum_of_all_cycles_v = sum(Matrix_v);
eq_cycle_v = sum_of_all_cycles_v/size(Matrix_v,1);
% Calculations for Horizontal Capacitance Probe
(Before Cut)
cap_probe_h1_crop =
cap_probe_h(start_point_h_before_cut:end_point_h_before
_cut);
cap_probe_h1 = cap_probe_h1_corrected_resampled;
no_of_cycles =
length(cap_probe_h1_crop)/no_frames_cycle_dis;
for i= 0 : (no_of_cycles-2)
Image(1,i+1).cycle_h1 =
cap_probe_h1((i*no_frames_cycle_dis+1):(i+1)*no_frames_
cycle_dis);
end
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for i= 1 : (no_of_cycles-1)
Matrix_h1(i,:) = Image(i).cycle_h1;
end
sum_of_all_cycles_h1 = [];
sum_of_all_cycles_h1 = sum(Matrix_h1);
eq_cycle_h1 = sum_of_all_cycles_h1/size(Matrix_h1,1);
% Calculations for Horizontal Capacitance Probe
(During Cut)
cap_probe_h2_crop =
cap_probe_h(start_point_v_h_during_cut:end_point_v_h_du
ring_cut);
cap_probe_h2 = cap_probe_h1_corrected_resampled;
no_of_cycles =
length(cap_probe_h2)/no_frames_cycle_dis;
for i= 0 : (no_of_cycles-2)
Image(1,i+1).cycle_h2 =
cap_probe_h2((i*no_frames_cycle_dis+1):(i+1)*no_frames_
cycle_dis);
end
for i= 1 : (no_of_cycles-1)
Matrix_h2(i,:) = Image(i).cycle_h2;
end
sum_of_all_cycles_h2 = [];
sum_of_all_cycles_h2 = sum(Matrix_h2);
eq_cycle_h2 = sum_of_all_cycles_h2/size(Matrix_h2,1);
% Calculations for Waveform generator
waveformgen = waveformgen_corrected_resampled;
no_frames_cycle_w = floor(Rate/modfreq);
no_of_cycles_w =
floor(length(waveformgen)/no_frames_cycle_dis);
for i= 0 : (no_of_cycles_w-2)
Image(1,i+1).cycle_wg =
waveformgen((i*no_frames_cycle_dis+1):(i+1)*no_frames_c
ycle_dis);
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end
for i= 1 : (no_of_cycles_w-1)
Matrix_wg(i,:) = Image(i).cycle_wg;
end
sum_of_all_cycles_wg = [];
sum_of_all_cycles_wg = sum(Matrix_wg);
eq_cycle_wg = sum_of_all_cycles_wg/size(Matrix_wg,1);
end
xl_loaded = 1;
set(handles.plotall, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.status,'string','Ready','ForegroundColor','gr
een');
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
% hObject
% eventdata
of MATLAB
% handles
GUIDATA)

handle to load_capprobe (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version
structure with handles and user data (see

function frame_rate_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global framerate
set(handles.frame_rate,'String',num2str(framerate));
% hObject
handle to frame_rate (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
frame_rate as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of frame_rate as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function frame_rate_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
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% hObject
% eventdata
of MATLAB
% handles
CreateFcns

handle to frame_rate (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version
empty - handles not created until after all
called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function start_frame_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global startcut NoFrames
editString = get(handles.start_frame, 'String');
if isempty(str2num(editString))
warndlg('Input must be numerical');
set(handles.start_frame,'string','1');
elseif str2num(editString) <= 0 | str2num(editString) >=
NoFrames
warndlg('Enter Valid Input');
set(handles.start_frame,'string',1);
end
startcut = str2num(editString);
% if isempty(editString)
%
set(handles.start_frame,'String','1');
%
startcut = 1;
%
startcut =
str2num(get(handles.start_frame,'string'));
% elseif startcut < 0 | startcut > endcut
%
h = msgbox('
Enter valid start
frame','Error','error');
% end
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% crop_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
% eventdata
of MATLAB
% handles
GUIDATA)

handle to start_frame (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version
structure with handles and user data (see

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
start_frame as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of start_frame as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function start_frame_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% hObject
handle to start_frame (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function end_frame_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global endcut NoFrames
editString = get(handles.end_frame, 'String');
if isempty(str2num(editString))
warndlg('Input must be numerical');
set(handles.end_frame,'string',NoFrames);
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elseif str2num(editString) <= 0 | str2num(editString) >=
NoFrames
warndlg('Enter Valid Input');
set(handles.end_frame,'string',NoFrames);
end
endcut = str2num(editString);
% crop_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to end_frame (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
end_frame as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns
contents of end_frame as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function end_frame_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to end_frame (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
% --- Executes on button press in crop_roi.
function crop_roi_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
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global Image cmax N I2 rect NoFrames PeakRad TIF_Path
set_roi_on TIF_Path_crop TIF_FileName Original_Image
set(handles.status,'string','Processing..','ForegroundCol
or','red');
axes(handles.Frame_Show);
[I2, rect] = imcrop(Image(N).RotFrames, jet(cmax));
if isempty(rect)
h = msgbox('
ROI not
selected','Error','error');
else
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'watch')
drawnow;
rect=floor(rect);
for i = 1:NoFrames
Image(1,i).CropFrames =
Image(1,i).RotFrames(rect(2):rect(2)+rect(4)1,rect(1):rect(1)+rect(3)-1);
end
TIF_Path_crop = [TIF_Path(1:end-4) '_Crop.tif'];
imwrite(Image(1).CropFrames,TIF_Path_crop); %Creates a
.tif file with the first frame
for k = 2 : NoFrames
imwrite(Image(k).CropFrames,TIF_Path_crop,'WriteMode','
append'); %Appends the all frames to the first
end
Original_Image = Image;
clear Image
for i = 1:NoFrames
Image(1,i).CropFrames=imread([TIF_Path_crop],i);
Image(1,i).CropFrames(Image(1,i).CropFrames <= 0) =
NaN;
Image(1,i).Average=mean(Image(1,i).CropFrames,'omitnan'
);
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Image(1,i).PeakRad =
max(max(Image(1,i).Average));
PeakRad(1,i) = Image(1,i).PeakRad;
Image(1,i).MaxRadLoc =
find(Image(i).Average==Image(1,i).PeakRad,1);
end
set_roi_on = 1;
% TIF_FileName_Crop = TIF_FileName(1:end-4);
info = imfinfo(TIF_Path_crop);
NoFrames = numel(info);
TIF_FileName_Crop = [TIF_FileName(1:end-4) '_Crop.tif'];
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.cutframespath,'String',TIF_FileName_Crop);
set(handles.slider,'Min',1);
set(handles.slider,'Max',NoFrames);
set(handles.toggle, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.toggle,'string','Cropped
Image','Enable','on');
end
set(handles.figure1, 'pointer', 'arrow')
set(handles.status,'string','Ready','ForegroundColor','gr
een');
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
function caxisslider_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
global cmax
cmax = round(get(handles.caxisslider,'Value'),0);
set(hObject,'Min',0);
set(hObject,'Max',16384);
set(hObject, 'SliderStep', [100/16384 , 1000/16384]);
set(handles.cmax,'String',cmax);
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles);
function caxisslider_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% Hint: slider controls usually have a light gray
background.
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if isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',[.9 .9 .9]);
end
function plotall_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global PeakRad framerate startcut endcut
suggested_rate_rad eqmodcycle xl_loaded
global cap_probe_h2_corrected_resampled
cap_probe_h1_corrected_resampled
global cap_probe_v_corrected_resampled
waveformgen_corrected_resampled sum_eqmodcycle
global mod_cycle_frames no_frames_cycle_dis eq_cycle_h2
suggested_rate_dis
figure('rend','painters','pos',[0 0 800 600])
xaxis_1 = 0 : 1/framerate : (size(PeakRad,2)1)/framerate;
plot(xaxis_1, PeakRad,'b','LineWidth',0.75);
xlim([0 1])
ylim([0 max(max(PeakRad))+500])
title('Peak Radiation of each frame during
cut','FontSize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',12)
ylabel('Radiation Intensity (counts)','FontSize',12)
hold on;
time_rot = 0.16;
X_startcut = startcut/framerate;
X_startcut = [X_startcut X_startcut X_startcut X_startcut
X_startcut];
X_endcut = endcut/framerate;
X_endcut = [X_endcut X_endcut X_endcut X_endcut
X_endcut];
for i = 1:5
rot_bar = [0 4000 8000 12000 16000];
X_rot_Bar = i*[time_rot time_rot time_rot time_rot
time_rot];
plot(X_rot_Bar,rot_bar,'r--','LineWidth',1)
hold on;
plot(X_startcut,rot_bar,'k','LineWidth',1.5)
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hold on;
plot(X_endcut,rot_bar,'k','LineWidth',1.5)
end
hold off;
if xl_loaded == 0
h = msgbox('
LabView data not
imported','Error','error');
else
figure('rend','painters','pos',[0 0 800 600])
t_h1 =
linspace(0,0.5,length(cap_probe_h1_corrected_resampled)
);
plot(t_h1,cap_probe_h1_corrected_resampled)
title('Modulation Displacement (Before
Cut)','FontSize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',12)
ylabel('Modulation Displacement (µm)','FontSize',12)
set(gca,'XLim',[0 0.5])
set(gca,'XTick',(0:0.1:0.5))
set(gca,'YLim',[-150 150])
set(gca,'YTick',(-150:25:150))

figure('rend','painters','pos',[0 0 800 600])
t_h2 =
linspace(0,1,length(cap_probe_h2_corrected_resampled));
plot(t_h2,cap_probe_h2_corrected_resampled)
hold on;
for i = 1:5
rot_bar = [-16000 -4000 0 -4000 16000];
X_rot_Bar = i*[time_rot time_rot time_rot time_rot
time_rot];
plot(X_rot_Bar,rot_bar,'r--','LineWidth',1)
hold on;
plot(X_startcut,rot_bar,'k','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on;
plot(X_endcut,rot_bar,'k','LineWidth',1.5)
end
title('Modulation Displacement (During
Cut)','FontSize',12)
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xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',12)
ylabel('Modulation Displacement (µm)','FontSize',12)
set(gca,'XLim',[0 1.0])
set(gca,'XTick',(0:0.1:1.0))
set(gca,'YLim',[-150 150])
set(gca,'YTick',(-150:50:150))
hold off;

figure('rend','painters','pos',[0 0 800 600])
t_v =
linspace(0,1,length(cap_probe_v_corrected_resampled));
plot(t_v,cap_probe_v_corrected_resampled)
hold on;
for i = 1:5
rot_bar = [-16000 -4000 0 -4000 16000];
X_rot_Bar = i*[time_rot time_rot time_rot time_rot
time_rot];
plot(X_rot_Bar,rot_bar,'r--','LineWidth',1)
hold on;
plot(X_startcut,rot_bar,'k','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on;
plot(X_endcut,rot_bar,'k','LineWidth',1.5)
end
title('Cantilever Displacement (Before
Cut)','FontSize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',12)
ylabel('Cantilever Displacement (µm)','FontSize',12)
set(gca,'XLim',[0 1.0])
set(gca,'XTick',(0:0.25:1.0))
set(gca,'YLim',[-150 150])
set(gca,'YTick',(-150:50:150))
hold off;

figure('rend','painters','pos',[0 0 800 600])
t_v =
linspace(0,1,length(waveformgen_corrected_resampled));
plot(t_v,waveformgen_corrected_resampled)
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hold on;
for i = 1:5
rot_bar = [-16000 -4000 0 -4000 16000];
X_rot_Bar = i*[time_rot time_rot time_rot time_rot
time_rot];
plot(X_rot_Bar,rot_bar,'r--','LineWidth',1)
hold on;
plot(X_startcut,rot_bar,'k','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on;
plot(X_endcut,rot_bar,'k','LineWidth',1.5)
end
title('Drive signal','FontSize',12)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',12)
ylabel('Drive Signal (V_{pp})','FontSize',12)
set(gca,'XLim',[0 1.0])
set(gca,'XTick',(0:0.25:1.0))
set(gca,'YLim',[round(min(waveformgen_corrected_resampled
))-5 round(max(waveformgen_corrected_resampled))+5])
set(gca,'YTick',(round(min(waveformgen_corrected_resample
d))-5:1:round(max(waveformgen_corrected_resampled))+5))
hold off;
end
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%

figure('rend','painters','pos',[0 0 800 600])
X_eqmod = [];
X_eqmod(2,1) = (1/suggested_rate_rad);
for i = 3 : length(sum_eqmodcycle)
X_eqmod(i,1) = ((i2)/suggested_rate_rad)+(1/suggested_rate_rad);
end
max_tick = round(max(sum_eqmodcycle),-1)+10;
min_tick = max_tick * -1;
yyaxis left
plot(X_eqmod, sum_eqmodcycle)
% set(gca,'XLim',[1 length(sum_eqmodcycle)])
%
set(gca,'XTick',(1:round(length(sum_eqmodcycle)/4,0):le
ngth(sum_eqmodcycle)))
% set(gca,'YLim',[min_tick max_tick])
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% set(gca,'YTick',(min_tick:30:max_tick))
hold on;
X_eqmod_dis = [];
X_eqmod_dis(2,1) = (1/suggested_rate_dis);
for i = 3 : length(eq_cycle_h2)
X_eqmod_dis(i,1) = ((i2)/suggested_rate_dis)+(1/suggested_rate_dis);
end
max_tick_d = round(max(eq_cycle_h2),-1)+10;
min_tick_d = max_tick_d * -1;
% plotyy(X_eqmod, eqmodcycle,X_eqmod_dis, eq_cycle_h2)
yyaxis right
plot(X_eqmod_dis, eq_cycle_h2)
set(gca,'XLim',[0 max(X_eqmod_dis)])
set(gca,'XTick',(0:0.01:max(X_eqmod_dis)))
set(gca,'YLim',[min_tick_d max_tick_d])
set(gca,'YTick',(min_tick_d:30:max_tick_d))
hold off;
close figure 6

%
% % --- If Enable == 'on', executes on mouse press in 5
pixel border.
% % --- Otherwise, executes on mouse press in 5 pixel
border or over caxisslider.
% function caxisslider_ButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% % hObject
handle to caxisslider (see GCBO)
% % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future
version of MATLAB
% % handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
%
%
% % --- Executes on key press with focus on caxisslider
and none of its controls.
% function caxisslider_KeyPressFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% % hObject
handle to caxisslider (see GCBO)
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% % eventdata structure with the following fields (see
MATLAB.UI.CONTROL.UICONTROL)
% % Key: name of the key that was pressed, in lower case
% % Character: character interpretation of the key(s)
that was pressed
% % Modifier: name(s) of the modifier key(s) (i.e.,
control, shift) pressed
% % handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in toggle.
function toggle_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global Image Original_Image set_roi_on Cropped_Image
button_state = get(hObject,'Value');
if button_state == get(hObject,'Max')
Cropped_Image = Image;
clear Image
Image = Original_Image;
set_roi_on = 0;
set(handles.toggle,'string','Full
Image','Enable','on');
elseif button_state == get(hObject,'Min')
Image = Cropped_Image;
set_roi_on = 1;
set(handles.toggle,'string','Cropped
Image','Enable','on');
end
showtif_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles);
% hObject
% eventdata
of MATLAB
% handles
GUIDATA)

handle to toggle (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version
structure with handles and user data (see

% --- Executes on button press in save_eqcycle.
function save_eqcycle_Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
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global check_save_eqcycle check_save_frame
check_save_plots
check=get(hObject,'Value');
if check==1
check_save_eqcycle=1;
check_save_frame = 0;
check_save_plots = 0;
set(handles.save_images,'Enable','on');
set(handles.save_frame,'Value',0);
set(handles.save_plots,'Value',0);
save_images_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
else
check_save_eqcycle=0;
set(handles.save_images,'Enable','off');
end
% hObject
% eventdata
of MATLAB
% handles
GUIDATA)

handle to save_eqcycle (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version
structure with handles and user data (see

% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
save_eqcycle
% --- Executes on button press in save_frame.
function save_frame_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global check_save_eqcycle check_save_frame
check_save_plots
check=get(hObject,'Value');
if check==1
check_save_frame=1;
check_save_eqcycle = 0;
check_save_plots = 0;
set(handles.save_images,'Enable','on');
set(handles.save_eqcycle,'Value',0);
set(handles.save_plots,'Value',0);
save_images_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
else
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check_save_frame=0;
set(handles.save_images,'Enable','off');
end
% hObject
% eventdata
of MATLAB
% handles
GUIDATA)

handle to save_frame (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version
structure with handles and user data (see

% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
save_frame
% --- Executes on button press in save_plots.
function save_plots_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global check_save_eqcycle check_save_frame
check_save_plots
check=get(hObject,'Value');
if check==1
check_save_plots=1;
check_save_eqcycle = 0;
check_save_frame = 0;
set(handles.save_images,'Enable','on');
set(handles.save_eqcycle,'Value',0);
set(handles.save_frame,'Value',0);
save_images_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
else
check_save_plots=0;
set(handles.save_images,'Enable','off');
end
% hObject
% eventdata
of MATLAB
% handles
GUIDATA)

handle to save_plots (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version
structure with handles and user data (see

% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
save_plots
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% --- If Enable == 'on', executes on mouse press in 5
pixel border.
% --- Otherwise, executes on mouse press in 5 pixel
border or over save_images.
function save_images_ButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles)
% hObject
handle to save_images (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version
of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
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